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SAP6

The development of the SAP6 shotgun
sought to overcome many of the
shortfalls of the common and dated
pump shotgun design. The use of a
detachable magazine allows for a shorter
barrel without the sacrifice of magazine
capacity. The shorter length results in
a shotgun that is lighter, more compact
and faster for CQB, action shooting
and hunting scenarios. The detachable
magazine also allows for easy and rapid
reloading over conventional tube type
systems and the interchangeable chokes
allow for tailoring of shot patterns.
Magazine seating is straight insertion
style, allowing for smooth and simplistic
reloads. 11 round magazines optionally
available.
The full length picatinny rail permits the
user to tailor their shotgun towards their
specific needs/mission requirements
with a wide variety of picatinny
accessories. The telescoping stock
features multiple positions, permitting
comfortable use by all.
Reliability has always been a concern
with detachable magazine shotguns,
which is why the SAP6 has gone under an
extensive testing and evaluation process
involving multiple prototypes. Tactical
Imports was heavily involved during
this process to ensure the ultimate in
reliability and durability standards.
Comes with one six round magazine,
hardcase, sling, choke tube set and
instruction manual. Non-restricted class.
In-stock and ready to ship, priced at just
$699.
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and faster for CQB, action shooting
and hunting scenarios. The detachable
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reloading over conventional tube type
systems and the interchangeable chokes
allow for tailoring of shot patterns.
Magazine seating is straight insertion
style, allowing for smooth and simplistic
reloads. 11 round magazines optionally
available.
The full length picatinny rail permits the
user to tailor their shotgun towards their
specific needs/mission requirements
with a wide variety of picatinny
accessories. The telescoping stock
features multiple positions, permitting
comfortable use by all.
Reliability has always been a concern
with detachable magazine shotguns,
which is why the SAP6 has gone under an
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O n The
C over
he cover of this issue features Lynda Kiejko of Calgary, with the image coming to
us via the camera of Todd Korol
(www.toddkorol.com). Lynda is
Canada’s lone shooting representative at the Tokyo Olympics
this summer. It won’t be her
first trip to the Olympics, as she
participated in the 2016 games
as well. However, in a fascinating twist, she will be retracing
the steps of her father, Bill Hare,
who was on Canada’s pistol
team at the 1964 Tokyo Olympics. Specifically, Lynda will be
competing in 10-metre air pistol
and 25-metre pistol. Her shooting
hardware will consist of a Steyr
LP10E and a Pardini SP. Best of
luck, Lynda.
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F rom T he
E ditor’s D esk
Al Voth

ou should be receiving this magazine in early July, and I’m hoping
we’ll be in the final stages of the COVID-19 pandemic by then. We may not
be done with this disease yet, but I’m
looking forward to a summer with less
restrictive travel and more opportunities to shoot. Although pandemic lockdowns may be fading enough to allow
us more freedom, we still must contend
with a government which wants to
lockdown our firearm freedoms.
In a normal summer, MPs would be
doing the barbeque circuit in their
ridings, trying to drum up support and
money for what could be a fall federal
election. Those events are always great
places to make them aware of how
good a job you think they’re doing.
While the residual restrictions of the
pandemic may not allow a full return
to normal activities like these, summer
is still a great time to let your MP know
that your time and your money will be
going to someone who shares your val-

ues and doesn’t assume all gun owners
are criminals.
The Olympics are happening this
summer as well, making that a good
topic to raise with MPs who will be
wrapping themselves in the flag to
score votes. Remind them that all the
legislation currently before Parliament
will seriously harm Canada’s Olympic
shooting athletes, and potentially kill
off some of the Olympic sports in Canada. And while you’re doing all this,
remember to also exercise your firearm
freedoms by taking others hunting and
shooting.
This issue of the CFJ has a few topics
to help you put those freedoms to work.
Check out Gary Kangas’ report about
restoring an ’03 Springfield rifle. Military surplus rifles like these are seeing
renewed interest in shooting matches
specifically designed for them, with
several Canadian clubs leading the way
in organizing them.
Lowell Strauss takes the time to teach

us about eyewear for shooters. We all
know eyewear is necessary for safety
when shooting, but Lowell points out
that the right lenses can also improve
performance. And if you want to
improve shooting performance of live
game, Kevin Wilson takes us through
the steps hunters, especially those new
to the sport, need to take in order to
achieve success.
If you’ve managed to save some extra
money because of COVID lockdowns,
we have two gun reviews that may give
you a place to spend it. Jeff Helsdon
looks at Rizzini shotguns, a line of Italian shotguns that are finally going to be
consistently available in Canada. But if
handguns are more your thing, we also
have a review of BERSA’s full size 9mm
pistol, the TPR9.
And, of course, there’s lots more. So,
enjoy the read, have a great summer
and be sure to reach out to me if you’d
like to write something for the CFJ.
After all, it’s your magazine.
J u l y /A u g u s t 2 0 2 1
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President’s
Message
Sheldon Clare

ur successful 2021 AGM was held
via Zoom on May 8, 2021. All
items of business were dealt with, and
members resoundingly supported
our motion to condemn the Liberal
government. The COVID situation
notwithstanding, the year has been
resplendent with attacks on the
firearms community from the Liberal
government. Here is the motion as
endorsed at the AGM:
• Whereas the Liberal Party of Canada
has consistently attacked the Canadian
firearms community over
a period of several decades, and
• Whereas Liberal governments have
enacted and proposed unnecessary
and ineffective firearms control legislation which harms and would harm
the rights and personal security of
Canadians, and
• Whereas these egregious and hostile
actions by previous and current
Liberal governments negatively affect
the rights and freedoms, ownership
and enjoyment of property, and personal security of Canadians,
Be it resolved that the Members and
Board of Directors of Canada’s National Firearms Association condemn
the Liberal Party of Canada, currently
forming the Canadian government.
The May 1, 2020, Order in Council
gun ban of over 1,500 types of firearms was a major assault on firearms
owners, reminiscent of the old Kim
Campbell Bill C-17, in which many
firearms were also banned by OIC.
In that bill, some newly prohibited
firearms were prohibited with grandfathering, and others prohibited and
confiscated.
The NFA moved quickly to consult
with experts in firearms law. The
initial analysis was not encouraging,
but on further examination, NFA and
legal advisors Solomon Friedman,
Fady Mansour and Guy Lavergne

6 www.nfa.ca

developed a workable strategy
for success. First, we decided
that the best venue would be
the federal court instead of
a provincial one. Second, we
consciously decided not to file
directly as the plaintiff – our
view then was and continues
to be that having the
gun lobby as the
client is not in
the best interests of the firearms
community. Instead, we chose to
identify a compelling client, someone
who would tick off all the boxes of
being affected in a significant way by
the legislation. We wanted a hunter,
a target shooter, a business owner –
someone whose family depended on
affected firearms for much more than
recreation. We wanted someone who
was bright and articulate and could
stand her ground. We found that
compelling client in Cassy Premack
(formerly Parker.) Third, we offered
to fund a challenge to the OIC in
the federal court on Cassy’s behalf
if she were willing to be that client,
and she agreed. Unlike others who
have chosen to make use of their later
filing to sell t-shirts and engage in
self-promotion, our effort was entirely
strategic and designed to focus on the
most likely path to success. Fourth,
we elected to file to intervene in the
matter to be able to present additional
arguments in support of the case.
As you know, the NFA has extensive experience in firearms law at the
highest levels of government. Others
followed the filing by Solomon Friedman in the federal court, but make
no mistake, NFA paved the way. We
did not support seeking an injunction in the matter to obtain a time
delay. Our view is that such an effort
would be more appropriate closer to

the implementation date, it would an
expensive waste of resources, could
possibly lead to early arguing of the
main issues at bar and would likely
not be successful. That analysis seems
to have been accurate.
At present, the case is progressing
slowly, with the next matter being a
decision on the applications to intervene. We have every indication that
the intervention applications will be
successful. We expect that the main
matter will be commencing soon after
that. We have continued to assist on
other legal matters affecting firearms ownership. Besides the routine
providing of helpful suggestions and
assistance in locating counsel for
firearms owners facing charges, we
have also been assisting with issues
affecting clubs. Most recently, the
Springfield Club in New Brunswick
won a welcome victory over the CFO
over a myriad of apparently arbitrary
conditions placed on range renewal.
We are helping the club gather information in aid of dealing with one
aspect of the judge’s ruling affecting
night firing at ranges.
We are also engaged in corporate
civil litigation in defense of our No
Compromise logo. That matter has
gone to discovery, and we expect it
will be heard in court this summer.

J u l y/A u g u s t 2 0 2 1
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We have frequently had to defend
our branding and this matter is no
different. Our annual budgeting
includes such legal costs, and this
situation has in no way limited our
ability to fight for firearm owners
politically or in the courts.
In the political realm, we have
been engaged in an active lobbying
cycle second to none. Charles Zach
has brought his assertive style to all
levels of government to ensure that
our voice is being heard. The NFA
has been well represented at the
UN Arms Trade Treaty talks and at
the Programme of Action on Small
Arms and Light Weapons, both by
Charles’ virtual presence and through
our written submissions. Under
the skilled and energetic guidance
of Jordan Vandenhoff, we are also
producing vigorous social media materials, including Nathaniel Miljour’s
brilliant and satirical cartoons, and
thought-provoking articles and commentary. The cartoons, in particular,
have sometimes gone viral and struck
a chord with literally millions of
people. We have had successful media efforts on mainstream and social
media. Recently, the Buffalo Tribune
published a brief and informative
history of the NFA, which has gotten
much attention.
Your board of directors is one of the
best teams I have ever worked in; the
dedication to our shared cause is incredible. Each one makes a significant
contribution to NFA. I would also
thank our team of moderators and
administrators on our various social
media platforms for their efforts in
keeping our presence pristine. In addition, I would highlight the efforts of
our dedicated office staff, led by our
General Manager Ginger Fournier,
without whom none of our efforts
would be possible.
Our fundraising efforts have also
met with great success. At this point,
I wish to acknowledge and thank
the significant contributions of our
members and supporters, who time
and time again have contributed to
our success with their donations. We
are confident in our ability to make
a difference because of your efforts.
Your contributions have permitted
us to allocate a significant amount
of effort towards our “Have you had
enough yet?” campaign, which we are
running as a registered third party in

preparation for the next federal election. Our resources will be the largest
ever allocated by a firearms rights
advocacy group in a Canadian federal
election, and you are making this possible. It will be critical for all of us to
be involved before, during and especially after the next federal election. If
we don’t Vote our Passion, we will be
suffering a Canada that will be both

unfamiliar and unfriendly.
In closing, thank you for your support, encouragement and criticism
over the past year. All your feedback has helped us to take the fight
forward and should ensure our ultimate success. You inspire me. There
must be no compromise in fighting
for our rights – and never give up
your guns.

Message du
Président
Sheldon Clare

ous avons tenu notre réunion
générale annuelle (RGA) sur Zoom
le 8 mai 2021. Ce fut un succès retentissant. Tous les sujets dans notre ordre
du jour on été discutés. Les membres
ont appuyé à l’unanimité notre motion
pour condamner le gouvernement
Libéral. Nonobstant la COVID, les attaques envers les gens intéressés par
les armes à feu ont été resplendissantes
et se sont poursuivi tout au long de
l’année. Voici notre motion de blâme
telle qu’adoptée lors de notre RGA:
Attendu que, le Parti Libéral du
Canada a attaqué la communauté
intéressée par les armes à feu durant
plusieurs décennies, et

Attendu que, les gouvernements du
Parti Libéral ont adopté et proposé
des lois de contrôle des armes inutiles
et sans effets qui nuisent ou peuvent
nuire aux droits et sécurité personnelle
des Canadiens, et
Attendu que, ces actions hostiles
flagrantes commises par des gouvernements du Parti Libéral passés
et actuels affectent négativement les
droits et libertés, la possession et la
jouissance de propriété et la sécurité
personnelle des Canadiens,
Il est résolu, que les membres et le
conseil de direction de l’ Association
Canadienne pour les Armes à Feu
condamne le Parti Libéral du Canada
J u l y /A u g u s t 2 0 2 1
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qui forme le gouvernement actuel.
L’interdiction par décret de plus de
1500 sortes d’armes à feu le 1er mai
2020, fut un assaut majeur envers
les propriétaires d’armes à feu. Cela
nous a rappelé l’ancien projet de loi
C-17 de l’ère de Kim Campbell dans
lequel plusieurs armes à feu ont été
aussi interdites par décret. Dans C-17
quelques armes récemment interdites
ont été accompagnées de droits acquis
tandis que d’autres furent interdites et
confisquées.
L’an dernier l’ACAF a rapidement
consulté des experts en lois sur les
armes à feu. L’analyse initiale de la
situation n’était pas encourageante,
mais en regardant de plus près,
l’ACAF et ses ravisseurs légaux Me
Solomon Friedman, Me Fady Mansour et Me Guy Lavergne ont réussi à
concevoir une stratégie pour gagner
contre le décret de 2020. Premièrement, nous avons décidé que la cour
la plus appropriée devait être la Cour
Fédérale plutôt qu’une Cour Provinciale. Deuxièmement, nous avons fait
exprès pour ne pas être le plaignant.
Selon nous, le lobby pro- arme ne
serait pas un client avantageux pour la
communauté intéressée par les armes
à feu. Nous avons choisi un plaignant qui est sérieusement affecté par
tout les aspect du projet de loi. Cette
personne est un chasseur, un tireur à
la cible, un propriétaire de commerce
- enfin une personne dont la famille
dépends des armes affectées pour
beaucoup plus que les loisirs. Nous
voulions quelqu’un qui est dégourdie, éloquente et qui n’a pas peur de
maintenir sa position sous pression.
Cette personne est Cassy Premack
(connue avant du nom de Cassy
Parker). Troisièmement, nous avons offert de financer la poursuite pour elle
devant la Cour Fédérale si elle était
d’accord d’être la plaignante et elle a
accepté. Contrairement à d’autres qui
se sont servi de leurs poursuites pour
vendre des t-shirts et s’adonner à leur
promotion personnelle, notre stratégie est ciblée pour atteindre l’objectif
principal, c’est à dire gagner la cause.
Quatrièmement, nous avons fait la demande d’intervenir dans la cause pour
pouvoir y apporter des arguments qui
nous aideront.
Comme vous le savez l’ACAF détient
une vaste expérience dans les lois sur
les armes à feu aux niveaux les plus
hauts du gouvernement. D’autres ont
suivi l’exemple de la poursuite intenté

8 www.nfa.ca

par Me Solomon Friedman devant la
Cour Fédérale - c’est l’ACAF qui leur
a ouvert le chemin. Nous n’avons pas
demandé d’injonction pour gagner
du temps - nous croyons que cette
demande devra être faite à une date
qui sera plus près de la date de prise
d’effet de la loi. Le faire à ce moment
ci, serait un gaspillage de ressources,
au risque que le fond soit argumenté
trop tôt et que le succès de notre poursuite soit mis en péril. Cette analyse
semble avoir été la bonne.
En ce moment la cause avance lentement, nous attendons la décision en
regard de notre requête pour intervenir. Tout nous indique que cette
décision sera positive. Nous croyons
que la poursuite principale commencera très rapidement après cette
décision. Nous continuons d’assister
les gens en matière de possession
d’armes à feu sur le plan juridique. En
plus d’aider les propriétaires d’armes
à feu à trouver des avocats lorsqu’ils
font face à des accusations nous
avons aussi assisté les clubs de tir par
rapport aux enjeux qui les touchent.
Récemment le club Springfield au
Nouveau-Brunswick a eu une victoire
très attendue contre le contrôleur des
armes à feu qui voulait leur imposer
une multitudes de conditions apparemment arbitraire pour qu’ils
puissent renouveler leur permis
d’exploitation. Nous les aidons encore
pour recueillir de l’information par
rapport à un aspect du jugement qui
affecte le tir le soir.
Nous sommes aussi impliqués dans
une cause civile pour défendre notre
logo “No Compromise.” Cette cause est
rendue à l’interrogatoire préalable et
nous nous attendons à ce qu’elle soit
entendue cet été. Nous avons souvent
été obligés de défendre nos marques
de commerce, cette cause n’est pas
différente. Notre budget annuel inclus
les coûts juridiques et cette situation
ne nous empêche pas de défendre les
propriétaires d’armes à feu devant les
tribunaux et sur le plan politique.
Sur le plan politique justement,
notre lobbying demeure très vigoureux à tous les niveaux. Charles Zach
apporte son style de communication
très direct pour assurer que notre
voix soit entendue à tous les niveaux
du gouvernement. Nous avons aussi
été bien représentés à l’ONU lors des
rencontres à propos du Traité sur le
commerce des armes et au Programme
d’action sur les petites armes grâce

à la présence virtuelle de Charles et
via nos soumissions écrites. Grâce au
talent et à l’énergie de Jordan Vandenhoff, nous produisons du matériel
pour les médias sociaux qui inclus
les caricatures satiriques brillantes
de Nathaniel Miljour en plus des
articles et commentaires suscitant la
réflexion. Les caricatures en particulier
sont devenues très populaires et ont
touchés une corde sensible auprès de
millions de gens. Nous avons eu du
succès auprès des médias traditionnels
et des médias sociaux. Récemment
le Buffalo Tribune a publié une brève
historique de l’ACAF qui a beaucoup
attiré l’attention.
Votre conseil de direction est un des
meilleurs avec qui j’ai eu l’occasion
de travailler - tous sont dédiés à notre
cause commune de manière incroyable. Chacun fait une contribution significative à l’ACAF. Je tiens aussi à remercier notre équipe de modérateurs
et d’administrateurs qui patrouillent
nos médias sociaux et aident à garder
notre présence sans bavures. De plus
j’aimerais féliciter notre personnel de
bureau dévoué, géré par notre Directrice générale Mme Ginger Fournier.
Sans elle nos efforts sont sans effet.
Nos levées de fonds ont aussi eu beaucoup de succès. C’est maintenant le
moment de reconnaitre et de remercier nos membres et sympathisants qui
contribuent à notre succès en faisant
des dons sur une base régulière. Grâce
à vos efforts nous sommes certains de
pouvoir faire une différence. Vos dons
nous permettent d’allouer de bons
montants dans notre campagne, “Have
you had enough yet?” où nous sommes enregistrés officiellement comme
tiers pouvant faire campagne dans la
prochaine élection. Nous sommes le
groupe de lobbying pro-arme qui a
contribué le plus de fonds dans une
élection fédérale Canadienne et c’est
grâce à vous. Il est primordial que
nous soyons impliqués, avant, pendant
et après la prochaine élection fédérale.
Si nous ne votons pas pour notre passion, nous souffrirons dans un Canada
qui sera méconnaissable et hostile.
En terminant je vous remercie pour
votre appui, encouragement et critique
constructive durant l’année qui vient
de passer. Tous vos commentaires nous
ont aidé à avancer dans la lutte et nous
assureront un succès éventuel. Vous
m’inspirez. Il ne doit avoir aucun compromis dans la lutte pour nos droits –
et n’abandonnez jamais vos armes.
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Vice-President’s
M essage
Blair Hagen

o, according to Minister Bill Blair,
as a member of the “gun lobby,” I
am an extremist. By extension, I guess
everybody in the NFA is as well.
In comments made by Bill Blair during a Liberal Party panel on gun violence, he stated that members of the
gun lobby are extremists for opposing
Liberal efforts to confiscate the rights
and property of Canadians. According to Bill, I am an extremist simply
for assuming my civic duty over the
last 25 years by taking part in the
legal and political life of this nation.
For caring about Canada, its people,
culture, institutions and future.
So be it.
Apparently if something doesn’t
conform to Liberal thought or Liberal
policy, it is extremism. This was the
thinking demonstrated in the Liberal’s recent Bill C-10, which would
ban, or at least target, any speech or
thought Liberals deem to be offensive
or hate speech. The Liberals were very
quick to claim they did not wish to
limit free speech, but simply impose
“reasonable regulation.” Free speech,
but at the pleasure of the Liberal Party
of Canada.
Or a more apt term might be an
attempt to crack down on “wrong
think.” Remember where that term
comes from? Note to the Liberals:
George Orwell’s 1984 is a fictional
novel about a dystopian future, not
an instruction manual.
If you are reading this, I think I can
safely assume you don’t enthusiastically conform to Liberal thought
either. That’s fair and reasonable in a
free society based on English Common Law, where the free exchange
of ideas takes place for the benefit of
all citizens. Where all ideas, short of

advocating for violence, regardless
of how objectionable they might be
to some people, can be discussed,
argued and judged by Canadians.
Free speech is difficult and problematic. I know.
The free speech right of Bill Blair
to call us extremists is extremely
offensive. It hurts, bad, but there it
is. What particularly concerns me is
that Bill Blair believes my wife is an
extremist too.
My wife, a woman who raised two
children to be productive members of
society, who is politically active in defending and advancing her Canadian
right and cultural tradition of firearms
ownership, who is concerned about
the future of her country, is also an
extremist, according to Bill Blair.
Why? She has a spotless record, no
criminal convictions, not even a speeding ticket. She respects the rights and
property of her neighbours, but is an
extremist in the eyes of Bill Blair, Justin
Trudeau and the Liberal Party.
His RCMP even sent her a letter
notifying her they intend to confiscate her property, and if she doesn’t
surrender, they will prosecute her.
I’ll never forget the look on her face
when she read that letter. You should
have seen mine. It was a defining,
watershed moment that communicated exactly what the Liberal Party of
Canada thinks about people like us,
and that will not be forgotten. Ever.
Criminals get threats and demands
from the RCMP, not regular, everyday
Canadians. I guess that means in the
eyes of the Liberals, we are criminals.
Bill Blair, a real friend to criminals, is
a minister whose irresponsible actions
have made Canada a more dangerous place through his support and

approval of his government’s softon-crime, hug-a-thug ideology and
his government’s wanton disregard
for the rights and property of Canadians. And he feels entitled to call us
extremists?
At least it’s nice to know where you
stand.
We in the NFA have mostly refrained from using rhetoric like
extremism when talking about the
firearms issue in Canada. But is this
what it has come to? It’s sad and troubling when a government chooses to
categorize Canadians this way.
If I have left anything out or if you
have something to add, please let
me know. The soul of our country
depends on it.
On a brighter note, Canada’s
National Firearms Association has
just concluded its annual AGM for
2021. I was asked to serve as executive vice-president once again and
accepted. So, you will have to put up
with my bimonthly meanderings in
this column for a while longer. One
of the few pleasures of this position
is meeting and communicating with
NFA members from every part of
Canada, from coast to coast to coast,
and I was once again pleased to do so
with those that attended our virtual
AGM via computer.
I have to say, and I’m sure most of
the board of directors of NFA would
agree, these virtual AGMs are no
replacement for the real ones we have
held all over this country since 2010.
We miss meeting the members, and
you better believe we will bring back
the live, in-person AGMs as soon as
possible, because we need to see you
and hear you to take your message
back to Ottawa.
J u l y /A u g u s t 2 0 2 1
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Point Blank
Gary Mauser & Joanne Eisen

What drives Trudeau's campaign against guns?
“When politicians bloviate about a ‘higher
purpose,’ it’s time to watch your wallets,
hide the kids and lock your doors (front,
back and refrigerator).”
- Michelle Malkin, columnist
hy has Justin Trudeau
campaigned so devotedly
against civilian firearms? The Liberals
introduced Bill C-71 in 2018, next they
prohibited thousands of firearms in a
controversial Order in Council in May
2020, and now Bill C-21 is working its
way through Parliament. Why? Research
shows that armed civilians are a credit
to the country; not just law-abiding,
but community leaders and exemplary
citizens. Facts cut no ice. Attempts to
argue the facts with the Liberals fall on
deaf ears. The Liberals hold fixed policy
beliefs, after which they search for
supportive factoids. This is a mockery
of the ideal that public policy should be
based on reality. The Liberals’ fixation
on guns seems to be religious.
Admittedly, the Liberals’ campaign
against civilian firearms is, to some
extent, about winning elections, but it
is also based on ideology. The Liberals
are committed to internationalism and
the dogma of collective security. This
means trusting the state for protection,
to “collective security.” Despite the
Liberals’ claims, gun control is not
about fighting gang violence, nor about
protecting women from spousal abuse;
the Liberals believe that firearms in the
hands of civilians is a dangerous sign of
nationalism and even threatens world
peace. Far fetched? Let’s look more
closely.
First, let’s consider electoral
calculations. The Liberals think gun
control appeals to young females in big
cities, as well as immigrants, who are
afraid of guns. Recent Angus Reid polls
show that the strongest supporters of
additional gun restrictions admit they
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know virtually nothing about guns
or the current gun laws. Strategically,
campaigning against “military-style
assault rifles” puts the Tories on the back
foot, forcing them to defend “assault
rifles” in gun-phobic Toronto.
Behind this campaign strategy is
an ideological abhorrence of armed
civilians. To Liberals, firearms are
symbolized by military-style assault
rifles. Invoking the nationalist demons
that cosmopolitans fear, gun-owning
civilians are called right wing or
extremists, or even racists. The
Liberals have long been committed to
internationalism and the United Nations;
they see national pride in Canada as
undermining their internationalist
dream of collective security. These beliefs
are what drive Trudeau’s gun laws. The
Liberals are committed to the vision
that universal disarmament will foster
collective security. Not just nuclear
disarmament, but their dream goes
beyond eliminating military weapons,
like tanks and howitzers, to include small
arms, like hunting rifles and handguns.
Support for internationalism and the
UN has grown into a quasi-religious
tenet of the Liberals since Lester Pearson
and the Peacemakers. Justin Trudeau
would like to be seen as cosmopolitan,
as a true believer in internationalist
principles. He has made disdainful
comments about Canada and Canadian
cultural traditions, saying, for example,
that Canada is “post-national.” In
2016, Trudeau said, “There is no core
identity, no mainstream in Canada.”
His scorn for Canada contrasts with
his vocal praise of the United Nations
for “laying the foundations for a rules-

based international order,” and his
support agencies such as World Health
Organization and the UN Peacekeepers.
Immediately after becoming prime
minister, he made a Quixotic push to
get on the UN Security Council, even
though the chances were never good. In
his recent address to the UN, he urged
increased reliance on multilateralism
and international law, the essence
of collective security, in order to “lay
the foundations of a better world.”
Justin’s fawning efforts to impress UN
functionaries illustrate his commitment
to internationalism.
Driven by a wide-spread revulsion
against nationalism, the UN was
founded in the aftermath of the
Second World War. The founders of
the UN thought collective security
would replace nationalism, which was
seen as the driving force behind war,
as illustrated by Hitler’s Nazis and
Mussolini’s Fascists. World elites thought
that international organizations could
replace nationalism and thereby reduce
populist forces that they saw as having
driven the world into two world wars.
The UN would create a rules-based
international order, and perhaps in time,
like the European Union grew out of the
European Coal and Steel Community,
the UN would become the nucleus for a
world government.
The UN adopted the disarmament
policies of the League of Nations. The
primary goal is to prevent wars through
collective security and disarmament;
international disputes are to be settled
through negotiation and arbitration.
After the First World War, the League of
Nations was set up to limit and reduce
arms. Various naval conferences, such
as the Washington Naval Conference,
were held during the period between
the First and Second World Wars to
limit the number and size of major
warships of the five great naval powers.
Japan militarists saw these limitations
as insulting, and this spurred Japanese
rearmament. The 1928 Kellogg-Briand
Pact attempted for “providing for the
renunciation of war as an instrument
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of national policy.” Obviously, the
League’s efforts failed to prevent the
Second World War.
Despite the idealism of its
founders, the United Nations has
not had much success in harnessing
international conflict. The Cold
War began even before the ink was
dry on the UN Charter. The United
Nations could not stop genocides
in Cambodia, East Timor, nor the
massacres in the Balkans or the
slaughter of the Tutsis in Rwanda, to
name just the most prominent.
Trudeau and the Liberals are
proud of their commitment to
the UN Peacekeepers. But the
Peacekeepers have not just failed
at resolving conflict, they have
been caught causing serious
crimes. The United Nations
refused to accept responsibility,
or to pay compensation, after UN
Peacekeepers irresponsibly killed
over 10,000 people by introducing
cholera to Haiti. In many countries,
Peacekeepers have been caught in
corruption scandals and systematic
sexual abuse rings.
Undaunted by its repeated
failures, the United Nations founded
the United Nations Office for
Disarmament Affairs (UNODA) in
1998, initially to promote nuclear
disarmament, but later the UNODA
included disarmament of chemical
and biological weapons as well.
UNODA also promotes disarmament
of conventional weapons, especially
small arms, including hunting rifles
and handguns.
The United Nations’ Arms Trade
Treaty came into force in December
2014. So far, the ATT has been ratified

by 110 nations. However, the United
States has signed the treaty but has
not yet ratified it. The Arms Trade
Treaty requires signatory nations
to keep records of imported arms,
including small arms, through to
end use, claiming this will “prevent
their diversion into the illegal
circuit, facilitate the investigation
and prosecution of related offences
without hampering legitimate
transfers.”
In 2019, Canada became a State
Party to the UN Arms Trade Treaty
(ATT). This meant Canada will be
required to comply with all future
firearms regulations the UN decides
to impose under the ATT. In 2017,
the Liberals amended Canada’s
Export and Import Permits Act and
the Criminal Code (Bill C-47) to
harmonize Canadian laws with
the ATT. The Trudeau Liberals see
sacrificing Canadian sovereignty as
just a small cost to protect human
rights around the world.
The current Liberal gun laws
conform with their campaign
promises back in 2015. To some
extent this is surprising, given
how many of their other campaign
promises the Liberals have failed
to honour, from an open and
accountable government to lifting
all long-term drinking water
advisories in First Nations, but
Trudeau and Public Safety Minister
Bill Blair see gun owners as the
perfect punching bag. What other
issue allows Trudeau to pose as a
“feminist,” scoop up the votes of
ignorant urbanites, fawn on the
international elite and follow his
ideological star?
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saults, which continued over
a period of years. Then the
fact that he had acquired his
gun illegally was suppressed
for a year as an anti-gun PR
campaign was developed.
The official response to
these tragedies was to divert
attention onto inanimate
objects and channel public
shock and grief towards a
preferred policy agenda.
This diversion is detrimental
to public safety because it
diverts attention and limited
resources away from actual remedies
and wastes them where the problem
isn’t. However, it’s politically expedient and can be used to virtue signal for
votes, especially when a friendly, low expertise press jumps on the bandwagon.

Trudeau’s gun grab
will worsen public
safety by diverting
hundreds of millions
of dollars away from
actual crime to new
paperwork crimes.

The Great Survey
The Liberals set the stage for more
restrictions on legal guns with a massive
opinion survey (Engagement Process) in
2018 to document what they hoped was
a public demand for more gun control.
After more than a thousand submissions
and a response from 134,917 people and
despite the use of the alarming term
“assault weapon,” the results failed to
support their agenda. A large majority of
Canadians rather sensibly:
Did not support further limits to owning firearms, including assault-style
firearms;
Wanted a focus on the illicit market, not
legally owned firearms;
Wanted to target criminals, not lawful
owners;
Wanted a focus on smuggling and
border security.

domestically sourced to 50 per cent domestically sourced, and these numbers
were surging. This report inspired antigun activists and justified a legislative
crackdown on legal firearms. Unfortunately, when researchers tried to find
the source of this claim, they found there
was no source and no crime gun surge.
Further research revealed the fact that
around half of all crime guns were never
recovered and could not be traced. The
majority of recovered crime guns were
also untraceable. The researcher, Dennis
Young, discovered the Toronto Police
had seized a total of 1,740 firearms in
2017. However, only 148 (nine per cent)
were positively identified as having been
legally acquired.
It was also revealed that information
sharing across Canada was so primitive that there was not even a common
definition for “crime gun,” with some
departments not reporting at all and
others calling every found gun a “crime
gun.”This mess was compounded by the
politically motivated but dysfunctional
practice of putting guns used in violent
crime in the same category as paperwork
violations.

The Domestic Source Hoax
In July 2018, following the Danforth
shooting, the Canadian Press leapt on
a story claiming that legal gun owners were now the major source of
crime guns. Detective Di Danieli of the
Toronto Guns and Gangs Unit claimed
that between 2012 and 2017, the source
of crime guns shifted from 25 per cent

The Big Lie
The mass shooting in Nova Scotia gave
the government the emotional climate
they needed to pursue their ideological
agenda and harvest votes from lowinformation voters. Prepared in secret,
the government bypassed Parliament
with the May 1 Order in Council, changing the classification of 1,500 named

ISTOCK

he mainspring driving gun control in
Canada is the ideological belief that
firearms should be the sole property of
the state and only government agents
such as the police should have access or
knowledge. This belief, associated with
pacifism, is that a defenseless, unarmed
population will be peaceful and passive,
thereby preserving public safety. There
is also the socialist belief that our betters know best, and it is their right and
duty to socially and legally re-engineer
Canada to meet their utopian vision.
Ultimately, it’s about power. Historically, firearms are a source of power, and
therefore should be restricted to government and elite control.
This desire to ban springs into overdrive when a major government failure
creates the need for a diversion. The
Firearms Act of 1995, which not only
regulates but also criminalizes every
aspect of firearms ownership and use in
micromanaging detail, was put in place
as a response to the Montreal Massacre
in 1989. The failure in Montreal began
with the fatal official policy that Canadians should never resist, but just do what
the criminal tells them. It continued with
the actions, or rather non-actions, of the
Montreal Police who arrived and just
stood outside, making not the slightest
effort to help the women, a lack of action
that resulted in the high body count. Despite the coroner’s report stating that the
type of firearms had nothing to do with
the large loss of life, the government
quickly changed the subject by diverting
attention to firearms.
The current crusade against firearms
through the May 1 OIC gun grab and
Bill C-21 followed the Nova Scotia mass
murder in April 2020. Here, the official
failure began long before the actual
shooting. It began when the entire multibillion-dollar gun regulation system
utterly failed to prevent an already
prohibited person from acquiring all the
illegal guns and ammunition he wanted.
This was compounded by the RCMP
refusing to act even when they were
repeatedly told of the shooter’s illegal
firearms, violent threats and criminal asJ u l y/A u g u s t 2 0 2 1
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of the governor in council, they are
firearms, with more “variants” to come.
not reasonable for hunting or sporting
This change in classification to prohibpurposes.
ited dramatically reduced who could
This is where we come to Trudeau’s
own these guns and how they could be
personal invocation of the big lie techused. However, there were still thounique. Let’s examine the lies.
sands of people with prohibited licenc“Canadians gave us a clear mandate
es and all affected owners had the legal
to ban these dangerous weapons.”The
right to appeal the reclassification. To
great Engagement Process determined
void this legal right and prevent their
that 81 per cent of Canadians did not
re-classification from being examined
want more limits on access to handby a court of law, where evidence was
required, the government simply inguns and 77 per cent did not want
more limits on access to assault-style
vented the new process of nullification
of the registration. This nullification
firearms.
“By removing them from our streets,
process has no basis in law, not in the
we will limit the devastating effects of
Firearms Act, nor in the May 1 Order in
gun-related violence.”These firearms
Council. One can imagine that this sort
(legally owned) are not and have never
of “law making” to silence a legal right
been “on our streets.”They are strictly
is what Trudeau most admires about
regulated, confined to license holdChina’s basic dictatorship.
The justification for this massive
ers only and it is a criminal offence
expansion of gun law, which crimito have them “on the street.”The new
restrictions will not change the illegal
nalized thousands of Canadians and
possession or street use since this is
confiscated hundreds of millions of
already illegal.
dollars in property, is both public
“Were designed for one purpose and
and secret. In terms of actual reports,
one purpose only – to kill the largstatistics and hard evidence, it is secret
because all this information has been
est amount of people in the shortest
declared a Cabinet Secret, which bars
amount of time.”There are currently
it from examination in a court of law.
about 100,000 of these firearms, which
NFA
Page
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1100.qxp_Canada
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AM Page
1 over
The Half
public
reason
that
in the opinion NFAhave
been in10:52
common
use for

70 years. To say they have no hunting or sporting use is a blatant lie. It
implies that the only purpose of sports
shooting is killing as many people as
possible, obviously not what has been
happening for the last 70 years.
“Our government is also committed to protecting public safety, while
ensuring hunters, farmers and lawabiding recreational firearms owners are also treated respectfully and
fairly.”Trudeau’s gun grab will worsen
public safety by diverting hundreds of
millions of dollars away from actual
crime to new paperwork crimes. Blaire
has since demonstrated the Liberal’s
true feelings with the hateful sneer
that, “Not every person who is in the
gun lobby is an extremist, but anybody
extremist is in the gun lobby.”
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The Springfield,
as received.

have mentioned in past articles
my interest in obsolete technology, including the forms of firearm/
cartridge ignition and the evolution
of guns. Of particular fascination
is the 1880s, which was a time of
incredible advancement in firearm
innovation and development. During
this era, some individuals were still
using muzzleloaders, with the use
of percussion ignition common, and
there were still flintlocks in service.
At the same time, there were innovators who invented systems still in
use today! Hiram Maxim, an American, in 1884 invented the machine
gun as we know it. James Paris Lee,
another American, invented the box
magazine in 1879, and introduced his
bolt-action rifle, manufactured by
Enfield, in 1887. The Mauser brothers invented the stripper clip in 1889
for use in the rifle design they had
perfected by that time.
What set the stage for all these
innovations and made possible this
advancement in firearm technology
was the development of the selfcontained cartridge. This creation,
which evolved over 40 years, resulted
in the rimfire cartridge, which was
largely perfected by 1860. The next big
breakthrough was the invention of
the central fire primer. U.S. General
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Hiram Berdan introduced the Berdan
primer in the mid 1860s, but his
design was complex and not easily reloadable. However, an English
inventor, Edward Boxer, invented the
boxer primer virtually at the same
time. Boxer’s version was simple – a
cup filled with fulminate, covered by
an anvil. This cup could be inserted in
the receptacle in the base of a drawn
brass cartridge, creating the easily
loaded cartridge we use today.
The Paris Lee and Mauser brothers’
bolt-actions were epoch making and
have served for over 120 years. Which
brings us to the point of this article:
a young friend of mine who is an enthusiastic shooter and competitor in
various disciplines and who wanted a
1903 Springfield. After searching the
Internet, I found one that had been
badly sporterized. The stock had been
cut back, removing the factory forend;
rear sights were missing; and a tiny
bit had been cut from the end of the
barrel. This unfortunate creation was
then topped with a scope. However,
it was reasonably priced, so it was
purchased without the optic sight. I
then volunteered, not knowing what
I was getting into, to restore it to its
previous glory.
Upon receiving the rifle, I was horrified. The original production date was

March 1919 and I suspect it was then
probably made into a National Match
Rifle featuring polished bolt, Buehler
safety and a Dayton Traister adjustable trigger, which by the markings
dates to the 1940s. The sport conversion was likely done in the late 1940s
and not well executed. As mentioned,
the stock had been lopped off just
ahead of the mid-barrel band, leaving
huge rasp marks in the wood. The
rear sight collar and base had been
removed, then replaced with a poorly
finished ’03-A3 hand guard. Unfortunately, the front sight collar and blade
had also been removed – a treasure
spoiled. The project at this point appeared daunting, as the restoration
would include searching for missing
parts, such as a front sight base and
blade, forend cap, mid-barrel band
and target sights, and included the
prospect of carving the front handguard and forend.
The project began March 6, 2021, by
trimming the stock back to the centre
of the mid-barrel band, then inletting a piece of walnut and shaping
the wood to replicate the missing
forend. I mated the stock and forend
by carving a channel and installing
a hickory stiffener, then gluing and
clamping all of this together. I then
inletted another chunk of walnut to
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LEFT:

Partially done.
BELOW:

Finished!
BOTTOM:

KAREN THORBURN

The Springfield
back in action.

replace the front portion of the handguard, then filing the 03-A3 centre
barrel band to resemble a proper
1903 version. The forend cap proved
a serious challenge, as the one which
was located and acquired, when unpacked, revealed a parkerized, rough,
hastily manufactured Second World
War creation. These forend caps were
cranked out at a rapid rate for the
stamped steel mounted 03-A3s of the
Second World War.
To put this in perspective, the preSecond World War production 1903
Springfields were very well finished,
with polished, milled steel trigger
guards; polished, smooth finished
forend caps; and smooth finished
grooved barrel bands. The restoration of the finish on the forend cap
required hours of work with ever-diminishing grits of emery cloth before
finally acquiring the smooth look
found on originals. I then blued the
forend cap and barrel band to match
the finish of an original rifle.
Sanding and refinishing the 03A3 rear handguard came next. The
walnut I carved and inlet for the front
handguard and forend was much
lighter in colour than the original
stock. At this point, I had to get creative and mixed some stain to match
the original colour. After staining, the
rear handguard, front handguard and
forend were hand rubbed with proper
50-year-old linseed oil in an attempt
to reproduce the patina of the original
wood. In the end, the colour came out
close and will improve with use and
age. Once the front handguard was

ready to place on the rifle, the original
style spring clips had to be installed,
requiring some delicate inletting. After endless hours of sanding, shaping,
and polishing parts, culminating in
the installation of the front and rear
Lyman target sights, the rifle that was
known as the American Mauser was
re-born. It only took 46-and-threequarter hours of arduous labour.
The time invested in the project
proved gratifying, as taking the rifle
to the range and testing it was a
revelation. The first 10 shots of 30-06
handloads using 17 grains of Alliant
2400 powder, topped by a 180-grain
hard cast gas check bullet, delivered
a two-and-a-half-inch group at 30
yards, with only my left elbow resting
on the bench. The next 10 shots at 80
yards hit an eight-inch gong eight out

of ten times, again with only my left
elbow on the bench. Not bad for an
octogenarian with bad eyesight.
The rifle’s owner used it in our local
Bolt-Action Military Match on May 1,
2021, and, with competition including
shooting offhand at 100 yards, placed
in the top six of marksmen at the
match. Another credit added to our
firearms heritage.

SOURCES
Greg Roberts of the Hawken
Shop, Oak Harbor, Wash., shared
the history of the Dayton Traister
adjustable trigger and dated the
one in the rifle to the 1940s.
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BRIGHTEN
UP,
IDIOTS
uring a trip to southern Alberta
last year, I saw shot-up road signs
everywhere I went. Some signs were
plastered with holes from high-powered rifles, others were shot up with
shotgun pellets or riddled with what
looked like .22 calibre bullet holes.
Then, there are all the spent casings littering the ground at my local shooting
range, not to mention the shot targets
(often tattered) left on backstop stands.
There are range rules, but it looks like
some of them are ignored. To make
matters worse, there’s the evidence
of big game animals shot and left by
parties unknown. Plus, everyone out
there who hasn’t been “scoped,” please
raise your hand! Come on, gun owners,
it’s long past the time when we should
be acting responsibly. These dumb acts
put all firearm owners in a bad light
and fuel the Liberal mantra to disarm
Canadians, and they’ve got to stop!
Let’s examine the Alberta scene as an
example of issues of concern.
I got in touch with an old colleague of
mine, former Alberta game warden Bill
Peters, and asked him what sort of offence shooting up a road sign would fall
under. Peters referred me to Section 430
of the Criminal Code, respecting mischief. Under Section 430(1): Every one
commits mischief who wilfully destroys
or damages property. The penalty for
this is a fine of not more than $5,000 or a
term of imprisonment of not more than
two years less a day, or both.

Out of curiosity, I approached the
Alberta Justice and Solicitor Generals department to see if they had any
statistics related to offences under
Section 430. Spokesperson Carla Jones
replied, “Because of the way our system
is set up, we are not able to break down
how many of the charges were for this
specific situation – only the number of
cases under that Criminal Code section.” I’m guessing the perpetrators are
seldom caught.
When I was a kid, firearms training
was all done informally, usually by
relatives or neighbours. While that still
happens today, there’s also a much
more formal and structured process
where it is provided by certified instructors all over Canada.
Bob Gruszecki, president of the
Alberta Hunter Education Instructor’s Association (AHEIA), explained
in an e-mail what AHEIA is doing to
encourage safe and responsible use of
firearms. Never one to mince words,
Gruszecki said, “Firstly, anyone who
uses a firearm without reasonable
precautions for safety of other persons,
property or the environment is reprehensible. To do so is not only unacceptable and disrespectful, it is also illegal
and paints the entire firearms community in a bad light. Everyone who uses
a firearm carries a sacred responsibility
for the ethical and responsible use of
firearms and plays a part in the proud
and aged tradition, heritage and cul-
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ture of the firearms community.”
AHEIA produces several items to
supplement this training, including
but not limited to:
The Alberta Conservation and
Hunter Education Program
The Canadian Firearms Safety
Program, both restricted and nonrestricted
A free publication called Think! Your
Trigger Can’t that’s circulated to over
100,000 Albertans of all ages annually
Their YouTube channel and social
media feeds have numerous free videos and workbooks explaining and
encouraging ethical and responsible
use of firearms, chief among these is
the Think Firearms Safety program.
Kid Wise Firearms Safety is a free
course and workbook that’s directed
towards kindergarten-aged children
and reaches more than 10,000 children annually
AHEIA runs a series of free field
seminars annually to teach participants how to sight in their firearms
and how to be continually cognizant
of safety and other people’s perception of them while using firearms
AHEIA also runs mentorship workshops. Students are teamed with
experienced mentors who assist in
the student’s growth and education
in how to enter the fraternity of safe
firearms users
Remarkably, Gruszecki says that
the total reach of this training in
terms of numbers in 2020, even with
the pandemic closures, amounted to
over 100,000 Albertans. Overall, 2.2plus million people have taken the
Alberta Conservation and Hunter
Education Program. He says AHEIA
believes they are influencing positive
behaviour, but the work goes on.
Notwithstanding all the foregoing
fine work being done by AHEIA,
problems still persist, according to
Todd Zimmerling, Alberta Conservation Association (ACA) president
and CEO. Zimmerling said the ACA
has implemented a no target shooting restriction on the conservation
properties they manage because
they were finding shotgun shooters were leaving a huge mess with
shell casings, as well as clay pigeons
scattered everywhere. He says that
although the clays are technically
biodegradable, they do not disappear in one season, which means one
day of shooting is littered across a
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conservation site for a
This is
good advice,
year or more.
whether on
According to Zimthe range or
merling, “The other
in the woods.
issue was the number
of people using our
conservation sites to sight-in their
rifle. I understand that a lack of
gun ranges makes it difficult to find
suitable locations to sight-in firearms, but conservation sites are not
designed for this purpose.” He said,
consequently, they were concerned
first for the safety of others using the
conservation site, but they were also
concerned about pushback from their
neighbours. “Most people living close
to our conservation sites are fine with
an occasional shot fired during hunting season,” he said. “But few are okay
with the idea of constant shooting for
hours at a time as people sight-in a
rifle or check their latest handload.”
Zimmerling went on to say that
some people don’t seem to realize
if a landowner (in this case, ACA) is
allowing their property to be used as
a gun range without proper approv-
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LEFT:

Responsible
firearm use
includes
cleaning up
your empty
cartridge
cases at the
range.
RIGHT:

Broken clay
targets litter
the ground on
Crown land.
BELOW:

A mule deer
buck carcass.
Note the antlers cut out of
skull; was it
poached?

als (federal, provincial and municipal)
there can be serious consequences,
particularly if there are complaints
from neighbours.
Zimmerling also said that the ACA
has dealt with numerous cases of
signs and outhouses being shot up.
He advised that often the damage is
not severe, but it certainly leaves a
bad impression of gun owners when
someone else comes along and sees
a bullet hole in the middle of a foot
access only sign. He added, “We all
know the saying that one bad apple
spoils the bunch, and this is certainly
true for gun owners. One guy shooting a sign or target shooting in an

inappropriate location creates a bad
image for all of us. The public does
not differentiate between the 99 per
cent of gunowners who are respectful and ethical in their use of firearms
and the one per cent who believe it’s
still the wild west. It really is time
for the 99 per cent to ensure we are
shutting down the one per cent before
our opportunities to use firearms are
further eroded.”
It’s not just Alberta where there are
issues with reckless use of firearms.
The province of British Columbia has
restricted gun use areas of the Fraser
Valley where indiscriminate shooting
was damaging habitat and creating

serious safety concerns. BC has updated their Wildlife Act regulation to
create no-shooting zones within 400
metres of select roads on non-municipal Crown land within the Fraser
Valley Regional District. The changes
apply to recreational shooting and
target practice and don’t affect
licensed hunting or trapping, or impact First Nations’ traditional rights.
People who ignore the restrictions
face fines of up to $50,000 and six
months in jail for a first offence, and
as much as a $100,000 fine and a year
in jail for subsequent convictions.
Regarding game animals found
shot and left by poachers, game
warden Larry Bergeron told me Alberta’s Fish and Wildlife officers always appreciate such tips. Although
they may not be able to apprehend
the perpetrator immediately, such
information may help them connect
the dots, revealing a pattern and resulting in targeted surveillance and
enforcement going forward.
At the end of the day, firearms
owners must take full responsibility for their actions and always be
respectful of private and public
property, keeping safety paramount.
Those owners who are irresponsible
are a black mark on all responsible
users. They should be held accountable to do the right thing. If they
are found guilty of non-compliance,
they should be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law. Report any
unlawful incidents to local law
enforcement agencies.
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Dad’s rabbit gun is
a sample of early
gunsmithing work
by my Uncle Dave.
The hand checkering, ivory inlay and
welded bolt handle
are all less than
perfect but add
personality.

EMOTIONAL
FREIGHT
love you, son.”
I have said this to my own sons
countless times. Even now, as adults
with their own kids, the routine when
we say goodbye is the same. Sadly, I
cannot hear this from my own Dad
anymore – haven’t for going on six
years now. I miss my Dad, but every
time I pick up his rabbit gun, I hear, “I
love you, son.”
“I love you too, Dad.”
My Dad’s rabbit gun has languished
in the back of my safe for over a decade. Maybe I was missing Dad, maybe it was me taking up rabbit hunting
in earnest, but something encouraged
me to clean the bore of that tube-fed,
bolt-action Mossberg and take it to
the range. The results were encouraging. It was a pleasure to shoot. I was
surprised by how accurately I could
put hollow points on paper with the
Lyman adjustable peep sights. This is

a great gopher gun too!
“The first time I saw your father, he
stepped out of the woods onto the
dirt road near his home. His rabbit
gun was over his shoulder. He was
gently swinging a brace of rabbits.
This is what I remember about the
move to Alberta from Toronto,” says
the woman who would become, in
time, my mother, as she describes my
father.
My father loved to hunt rabbits with
his tube-fed 22 Long Rifle. My uncle,
Dave, whose name I was given for
my middle name, was a watchmaker
and a gunsmith. The Mossberg rabbit gun sports some of Uncle Dave’s
early practice at hand checkering and
what may have been an early attempt
at ivory inlay. Dad’s .22 is still an accurate gun that is comfortable to walk
with and to carry. I am learning to
shoot rabbits with it by walking slow,
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not just jump shooting them out of a
massive woodpile using my 12 gauge.
The emotional freight of this gun is
warm memories of time with my Dad.
Memories I can hold, smell and feel. It
makes me happy.
I never hunted big game with my
Dad; he sold his Winchester Model
70 in 270 Winchester about the time
I was born and took up golf, but he
never sold his rabbit gun. And he
hung onto his shotgun. On a lovely
weekend visit well before he died,
he handed the 22 to me and said, “I
brought a lot of meals home with this
gun. I love you, son.”
A carbon steel Cooey 12-gauge
shotgun with a full-choke was the
gun I carried when we walked prairie
fence lines for sharp-tailed grouse
and Hungarian partridge in the midafternoon when goose hunting was
slow. I was 14 years old. Walking up
birds with my Dad was a lot of fun.
We always got a few grouse. He loved
Huns, but there was always time to
chat, as well as time for lunch and coffee. During those hunting days, there
was time – no rush to do anything
in particular – time for a boy and his
dad. Dad gave me this gun the same
time he had me take the rabbit gun. I
still treasure these guns.

OTHER GUNS IN THE FAMILY
My father’s best friend and hunting buddy, Uncle Al, had a son. My
brother and I joined them on migratory hunts every fall. In fact, his son and
I are still good hunting buddies. We’re

both in our 60s with fathers gone, and
our kids are well-acquainted enough
to hang out together, eating the game
we harvest. Our kids have their own
kids, which now makes it a four-generation deal.
I remember back in the ‘70s when
Uncle Al and Dad laid down some
serious cash and bought matching
shiny new Remington Model 1100s in
3-inch magnum. Those guns would
knock down snow geese and ducks
you couldn’t touch with that old
single-shot Cooey and 2¾-inch shells.
Uncle Al’s son still has his dad’s 1100,
and my brother has Dad’s. Both guns
are in great shape and still impressively knock birds out of the sky. They
keep the guns clean as a whistle and
report it is a near-perfect autoloading
shotgun. But when they hold those
guns to their cheeks and chug through
some 3-inch magnum BBs while
swinging hard on geese, they can’t
help but think about fathers. Too, they
think about us boys’ time spent in
the field setting up decoys for geese,
time spent is a shared blind, field
lunches and eating goose. I remember
the trunk of our turquoise metallic
Windsor Chrysler being stuffed to
the gunwales with snow geese and
Canadas. My mother had a bird when
we arrived home.

Some guns
hold emotional
freight in a form
we can hold,
feel and smell.

THE DOWNSIDE OF GIFTED GUNS
There can be a challenging side to
gifted guns. A work friend of mine
said his dad had a collection of guns
he really didn’t want. His buddy had

As someone who
learned to shoot only
with a telescopic sight,
I was surprised how
easy and accurate this
Lyman peep sight was.
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passed, leaving his widow to deal with
a safe full of guns. She wanted them
out of her house. With these new
(back then) gun laws, his wife didn’t
really know how to deal with a dozen
guns in the house. His friend had died
without clear instructions for his family on how to deal with his firearms.
Not knowing what to do, she gave
them to his ‘shooting’ friend. Now that
friend is saddled with the weight of
dealing with all those guns. I bought
the works. And still have some today.
If you own guns, the point of the story is to plan out their dispersal ahead
of time. And don’t just do it, talk to the
folks you are considering leaving the
guns to. Make sure they want the guns
and will use them. If you are a hunter
or sport shooter and spend valuable
time with family or friends shooting,
consider what it means to gift those
guns to people close to you. Whatever
you do, don’t leave the distribution of
your firearms to chance.

ACT & PLAN
My boys and I have amassed a library

CFJ_JULY AUGUST21_20-23_EMOTIONALFREIGHT.indd 23

of memories, including fun days hunting everything from spring bears to
fall elk and winter whitetail. We have
engaged in friendly competition by
punching holes in paper at the range,
and we have shattered hundreds of
clays. We’ve had gopher days that
tally in the several hundred with both
22 Long Rifle, 17 Fireball, 223 Remington and 22-250 Rem. We have walked
up ruffed grouse and mallards and
set up the odd field shoot. It’s been
good family times and multiple warm
memories, followed by meals shared
within our family. I hope my sons and
my grandkids get and use my guns,
and I hope they hunt, target practice
and shoot for both pleasure and food
acquisition.
Do yourself and your family a favour
and say (in writing) what you want
done with your guns. Some of us have
significant investments in our firearms, why not get a worthy return on
them? Think about how much it will
mean to them, long after you’re gone,
for them to pick up a gun and hear, “I
love you, son.”

This 25-yard
group shows the
old gun is still
plenty accurate
for rabbits.
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SHOOTING
FOR THE
OLYMPICS
fter a year-long delay because of
COVID-19, the Olympic games
are set to get underway in Japan on
July 23, 2021. Although shooting sports
don’t get as much fanfare as higher
profile events, Canada’s international
shooting athletes will watch the results
with heightened interest. They have
been on the firing line against most of
the competitors and will be cheering
for Canada’s sole Olympic shooter. For
the 2021 Olympics, Albertan Lynda
Kiejko, an air pistol competitor, is
Canada’s only shooting athlete.
Shooting sports are one of the oldest
Olympic sports, with the competition
starting at the first modern Olympic
games in 1896. Shooting events have
come and gone over the years, with
today’s total being 15. Events with both
men’s and women’s categories are
10-metre air pistol, 10-metre air rifle,
trap, skeet and three-position rifle. Separate events are held for men’s 25-metre rapid pistol and 25-metre women’s
pistol. New for these games are mixed
10-metre air pistol, mixed 10-metre air
rifle and mixed team trap.
The road to the Olympics in shooting sports is not a straight one. To start,
Canada must win a quota spot through
competition at the Pan-Am games.
Then, once that quota spot is earned,
Canadian shooters must be evaluated
to see who will represent the country

in the Olympics. The shooters who win
the quota spot aren’t always the ones
who go to the Olympics.

TORONTO INTERNATIONAL TRAP SKEET CLUB
The Toronto International Trap Skeet
Club (TITSC) is one of the facilities
where top tier athletes practice to earn
those spots. Although the facility has
Toronto in its name, it is north of the
city, due east of Alliston and close to
Highway 400, south of Barrie. I was fortunate enough to pay it a visit this year.
David Scola, vice-president of the
Ontario Olympic Trap Association and
treasurer of the Toronto International
Rifle and Pistol Club, told me, “When
the facility was built for the Pan-Am
Games, the intent was the facility
would stay here as a legacy, with operation falling to TITSC. The intent is that
members of the high-performance program can come and train at this facility,
and that includes all disciplines.”
Brett Nattrass, a board member with
the Ontario Olympic Trap Association
and Toronto International Rifle and
Pistol Club, said, “It is really the premier
facility as far as Olympic shooting facilities. We have men’s rapid-fire pistol,
women’s sport pistol, air pistol for
men and women, air rifle for men and
women, three-position rifle for men and
women. On the Olympic side for shotgun, we have Olympic trap and skeet.”
J u l y /A u g u s t 2 0 2 1
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SHOTGUN SPORTS
When shotgun enthusiasts hear trap
and skeet mentioned as part of the
Olympic games, they should be aware
that Olympic trap, also known as
international or bunker trap, differs
from American trap.
American trap uses a single targetthrowing machine with shooters located on a five-position field. Targets
are thrown at a fixed elevation at 68 to
70 kilometres per hour. With Olympic
trap, there are 15 throwing machines
which are fixed according to a scheme
table that dictates the elevation and
angle for each. The angle range for
the targets to be thrown is between
0 and 45 degrees, with an elevation
of one-and-a-half to three metres in
height, measured 10 metres in front
of the bunker. There are nine different schemes, with the one used in
competition decided by random draw.
Scola told me the average speed of
the clays is 100 kilometres per hour.
And if that isn’t intimidating enough,
there is a shot weight limit of 24
grams (about 7/8 ounces), which is
considerably less than the one ounce.
or 1⅛ ounce most trap shooters use.
However, in preliminary competition,
two shots are allowed at a target if the
first is a miss. In the finals, it’s only
one shot per target.
International skeet is closer to the

game shot at most gun clubs, with
eight shooter positions but a higher
target speed. Domestic skeet uses
target speeds of 63 to 65 kilometres
per hour, but it’s 85 to 110 kilometres
per hour in international skeet.
Toronto is the only international
trap range in Ontario. Across Canada,
there are two in Vancouver, two in
Winnipeg, one in Edmonton and two
in Montreal. International skeet fields
are in Vancouver, Oshawa, Winnipeg
and Montreal.

SHOOTING INTERNATIONAL TRAP
Before shooting international trap

myself, for the first time, I watched a
round. I noted there are six positions
on an international trap field for six
shooters – five shooting positions
and one person resting. I also had a
look at the bunker full of machines
before stepping up to the line and
was shown the computerized control
that determines the angles of the
targets on each machine. It was a little
intimidating.
To gain some insight into my results,
I’ll mention that I used to shoot
American trap regularly and won
the club shoot at the two lower levels
more than 20 years ago. Since raising

ABOVE: The bunker

of international trap
showing the line of
16 machines which
throw the targets.
The Olympic skeet
house can be seen in
the background.
BELOW: The Toronto
International Rifle
and Pistol Club’s
indoor 10-metre air
gun range is used
for both air rifle and
air pistol events. It
features 50 shooting positions with
a computerized
readout and scoring
for each.
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LEFT: Lori Kranen-

a family, I have been shooting less,
but always get in a few rounds. Prior
to going to TITSC, I shot a few rounds
to sharpen my skills, ending up with
an average of 20.
That would all go out the window
with international trap. When it was
my turn to step up to the line, I found
I had to shoot much faster. The first
target was a miss, as was the second.
It became apparent why 25s are rare.
Max Cisco, who was coaching me,
told me I was regularly shooting
behind the targets. I finished with a
score in the single digits on the first
round. So too was the second round,
although it was double the score of
the first round.

CLUB ATHLETES
Scola and Nattrass are representing
Canada at the inaugural World Masters in Germany. Scola’s daughter,
Madelene, is a member of the junior
national Olympic trap team. Now in
her second year of university, Madelene started shooting competitively
in Grade 9 or 10. By Grade 11, she
missed six to eight weeks of school
because she was travelling to com-

pete from March to April.
“There were times I would come
home on a red-eye (flight), shower
and then go to school,” she recalled.
“You have to be disciplined to ensure
you keep up your grades.” When she
missed school, it was done in coordination with the school, and she
received work to do while travelling.
The discipline she applied resulted
in an increase to her grades since
she became involved in competitive
shooting.
At the level Madelene shoots at, the
first day involves shooting 75 targets
in a qualifier. The second day is another 50 qualifying targets, with 50 in
a final on the third day for those who
make it. Madelene was averaging
235/250 last year. In 2019, she won the
US Grand Prix. Of 14 competitions
she entered, she made the podium 13
times, with three golds and multiple
silvers and bronzes. At the height
of her training, this young athlete
shoots 500 to 700 targets per week.
She tapers her training down prior to
a competition, and then shoots a few
rounds after arriving at the competition site.

berg, a member of
Canada’s national
shooting team,
demonstrates
the form she uses
in competition.

RIFLE & PISTOL
When I visited TITSC, Lori Kranenburg, a member of the national team
for air pistol and sport pistol, gave me
an overview of Olympic pistol events
and guided me through giving it a try.
We started on the pistol range, shooting 25-metre targets.
This event involves shooting a bullseye target with scored rings ranging
from one to 10. In competition, five
minutes is allowed to complete five
shots. A final score is achieved by
shooting six sets. Admittedly not a
pistol shooter, I ended up with a score
of 19/50. Kranenburg finished with a
47, a score she said would not be good
enough for competition. In Canada, a
good score for six rounds is between
285 and 288. On the world stage, she
said at least a 290 is needed.
She also explained the men’s pistol
event is different as it’s 25-metre
rapid fire. In rapid fire, the competitor starts with the arm at a 45-degree
angle, then raises it to shoot. In
M a y /J u n e 2 0 2 1
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FACILITY DETAILS

men’s Olympic rapid fire, there are
five targets, with one shot per target
and eight seconds to shoot all five.
There are four series with this format.
Then, four with only six seconds to
shoot all the targets, followed by four
series with only four seconds to shoot
all five targets.
The day I was at TITSC, there was
no one shooting three-position
50-metre rifle, an event for both men
and women. I did have a tour of the
air rifle range, which was an impressive facility with 50 shooting positions. The entire range is set up with
computer-aided scoring.

THE OLYMPIC FUTURE
Like all gun clubs, TITSC and its
shooters are struggling with the negativity surrounding shooting sports.
This is why they encourage the public
to come out and shoot, and even host
shooting events at the facility. “A
firearm is a tool or piece of equipment, the same as a lacrosse stick or
baseball bat,” Madelene said. “It’s just
a piece of equipment.”
“People come with a preconceived
notion, and we try to ensure they
leave with something different,” her
father added.
Nattrass recounted he had a
neighbour who didn’t like guns,
but convinced them to try trap. That
person soon came to love it. “We can’t
help but be concerned,” he said. “That
concern has been there for years, it’s
just heightening.”
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The Pan Am
Shooting Centre was
one of the legacies of
the Pan-Am games
being held in Toronto.

Legislation to restrict handguns introduced since I was at the club may
further hamper the future of Canada’s shooting sports. Sandra Honour,
president of the Shooting Federation
of Canada, outlined concerns about a
potential municipal handgun ban in
a letter to Public Safety Minister Bill
Blair. Her concern is it will hamper
the ability to recruit new shooters.
“The ability for municipalities to reduce the number of legitimate pistol
shooters will damage the economic
viability of rifle and pistol ranges,
reducing the ability for quality training facilities to exist for the competitors, and it will squeeze the pool of
newcomers, volunteers and coaches
required for a healthy sport infrastructure to support the sport,” she
said, adding municipalities with bans
would make it illegal for competitors
to use dry fire exercises at home.
As this issue of the magazine goes
to press, the word is the Tokyo games
will be going ahead, but there will be
no spectators. Hopefully, TITSC and
Canada will have one or more competitors in Paris for the 2024 games
and there will be Canadians in the audience cheering these athletes on.

Toronto International Trap and Skeet
Club (TITSC) is the main owner/operator
of the facility. Within the organization,
there are two separate entities with
their own board of directors: the
Ontario Olympic Trap Association and
Toronto International Rifle and Pistol
Club. TITSC started in 1962 and was
incorporated about 18 years later, with
ownership by 40 shareholders. Now
there are 500 members between the
two clubs. The Toronto International
Rifle and Pistol Club was built as part
of the Pan-Am games, which were in
Ontario in 2015.
The facility consists of a main floor
outdoor 25-metre and 50-metre pistol
and .22 rifle range. Shooters’ positions
are covered for shooting in all weather.
Indoors, upstairs, there is a 10-metre air
rifle and pistol range. On the shotgun
side, the facility has seven trap fields,
two skeet fields and two Olympic trap
bunkers, each of which have an Olympic
skeet range on them.
The club has hosted the Canadian
Grand Prix and Canadian
championships in international trap.
It has also been the location of the
high-performance team trials to decide
the national team. On the pistol and
rifle side, TITSC has been the site of
the national team trials every year
since the Pan-Am games. It is also the
host of the Canadian air gun grand
prix, an event that draws 125 of the
best shooters from around the world.
TITSC was also the location of the
shooting sports for the North American
Indigenous Games in 2017.
With this kind of draw, the club is a
boon to the local hospitality trade in
Barrie and Alliston. Nottawasaga Inn,
which is one of the closest hotels, is
one of the beneficiaries and hosted the
athletes during the Pan-Am games.
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year ago, smack dab in the
middle of the early COVID-19
shutdowns, I received a curious call.
The fellow asked if I taught people to
hunt. Indeed, I had taken many newcomers into the field before, but I was
now seeing a trend, a growing number
of people wanting to learn to hunt.
They didn’t just want to go and shoot a
deer; they wanted to learn to do it the
right way.
This guy had done his research. He
knew I was a professional outfitter and
that I wrote for various magazines.
Initial conversations revealed he had
hunted when he was a kid, but he
hadn’t shot an animal in over 50 years.
Now in his late 60s, he was looking
to take it up again. I learned he had a
long history in the firearms world, and
was intimately familiar with long guns
and handguns, both as a competitive
shooter and as a range safety officer.
In short order, we scheduled a day
to meet in person and begin reviewing the long list of things one needs
to know to hunt deer effectively. From
accessing land, to getting suitable
clothing, identifying likely spots to find
game and lengthy discussions around
suitable firearms and ammunition.

32 www.nfa.ca

Eventually, and most importantly, we
spoke a lot about when, where and
how to shoot specific game, culminating in a detailed discussion around
shot placement and tracking. Our
many discussions resulted in countless
questions and considerable learning
for both me and him.
In the end, it made me realize again
that shooting and hunting are two different things. Firearms serve a variety
of purposes, as a tool for the competitive sports, for self defense, and of
course for hunting big and small game,
and even bird game. Understanding the overlap in applying shooting
skills to hunting isn’t a big leap, but it
does require a basic understanding of
suitable calibres, ballistic performance
and, of course, shot placement.

FIREARMS
Volumes can be written, and even
argued, around which action type,
brand or model might be preferred
for hunting. To simplify, however, the
firearms issue does eventually come
down to preference. For big game, i.e.,
species like deer, antelope, wild sheep,
mountain goat, moose and elk, boltaction centerfires are most common
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LEFT: Before a

shooter goes
afield, it’s
important to
study the animal
they want to
hunt – to learn
about their
anatomy and
corresponding
shot placement
options.
BELOW: Whenever

possible, in a
hunting situation,
use a rest to
stabilize your
aiming and ensure
the most ethical
and accurate shot
delivery possible.

and for good reason. They allow for
quick reloading, easily accommodate a
scope and they’re tough to beat in the
accuracy department. In my opinion,
you’re best to avoid pump-actions for
big game hunting. Break-action single
or double barrels have their place, but
it’s really bolt-actions for the win.

CARTRIDGES
My response whenever a shooter asks
what calibre I recommend for hunting is not to offer a specific calibre,
but rather recommend using enough
gun to bring down the target animal
quickly. To some extent bigger is better, but in many respects the choice of
bullet is of greater importance. For instance, while it is lawful to hunt with a
243 Win. for big game in many places,
it may not be a wise choice for a larger
ungulate like a moose, elk or bear. As
far as all-around calibres go, I am a
firm believer in the 7mm Rem. Mag.,
7mm-08, 300 Win. Mag., 270 WSM and
other comparable calibres. If you want
to hunt small predators like coyotes,
the 22-250 Rem, 243 Win., 204 Ruger
and 223 Rem. are the most common
choices. For small game like gophers
and rabbits, rimfires like the 22 LR and
17 HMR are the go-to options.

BULLETS
Today’s bullets are often designed for
specific applications and performance,
making choosing the right bullet for
the task imperative. Commonly used
and proven bullets for hunting big
game tend to be ballistic tip bonded
bullet designs. These tend to retain
their mass, tear through the torso and
vitals and lodge on the off side of the

body just under the skin. By law, solids
are not allowed for hunting in Canada.
For predators like coyotes and
wolves, fur-friendly bullets like Winchester’s Varmint X or Hornady’s VMax tend to corner the market. Why?
Because they are perfectly engineered
to shrapnel inside the torso, stopping
the trajectory inside the body so there
is often no exit wound.
J u l y /A u g u s t 2 0 2 1
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USE A REST
I can’t count the number of times I’ve
seen shooters at the range attempting
to freehand their shots in preparation
for a hunt. Unless you’re a competitive
shooter and put thousands of rounds
through your rifle, most of us are incapable of accurately sending freehand
shots downrange, especially at distances over 100 metres. For this reason,
as you transition from a target shooter
to a hunter, whenever possible use a
rest like a bipod or even a monopod. If
neither are available, improvise.
I use a variety of shooting rests, but
I really like Harris bipods. The shorter
models are great for prone shooting,
but if you’re in deep snow or tall grass,
or shooting from a seated position, it
may be more practical to use one with
longer legs. I rarely hunt without a bipod mounted on my rifle. It offers the
stability I need to consistently deliver
downrange accuracy.
Many different manufacturers make
shooting sticks. In my opinion, Bog Pod
is one of the better ones. If you plan to
hunt from a tree stand, an economical, lightweight and practical option
is the Tree Stand Shooting Stick made
by Hunter’s Specialties. It has quickadjust, trigger-style telescopic capabilities, the shaft is aluminum, and it can
be fastened to your boot to facilitate
shifting positions.
Every hunting situation and shot
opportunity presents unique challenges. Sometimes you’re faced with
long shots, other times you’re limited
by tall grass, rolling topography and
so on. In these situations, you must
adapt. On one of my last sheep hunts,
with nothing else available, I used
my backpack as a rest, and it worked
wonderfully, allowing me to take a ram
at 200 yards. On a caribou hunt, my
wife made an impressive 450-yard shot
to collapse a bull on the spot, in part
because she is a competent shooter,
but mostly because she improvised by
resting her rifle on a large boulder. Her
rest was literally “rock” solid, leaving
the balance of the shooting equation
up to her.

SHOT PLACEMENT & ANGLES
Your job is to understand the animal
you plan to hunt, including knowing
the anatomy of the animal and thus
where to shoot them. A heart or lung
shot is a usual goal. To accomplish
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this, a broadside or quartering-away
angle offers the highest potential for
an expedient kill. Frontal shots can be
instantly lethal, but there is little room
for error. Moose are a good example.
Many people aim too high on a moose.
With vitals positioned lower and a bit
more forward than on a deer, a lung
shot involves aiming for the lower onethird of the torso and directly behind
the front leg.
With a heart or well-placed lung shot,
a typical run is 40 to 60 yards. Seldom
will they go further. Extreme vascular
trauma normally results in a visible
blood trail; however, it’s not always im-

mediately evident. It is not uncommon
to see little or no blood for the first 20
yards after the point of impact.
Especially valuable with dangerous game like bears is making every
effort to collapse game on the spot.
By aiming straight up the leg to the
centre of the shoulder, and even one
to two inches higher, a well-placed
bullet capable of penetrating and
breaking the shoulder and connective spine will usually collapse them
right where they were standing. I
can offer countless examples from
grizzly bear to Rocky Mountain goat,
whitetail deer, and even waterbuck
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LEFT: Finding the

most accurate
ammunition
starts with
shooting groups
on paper.
RIGHT: Choosing
the right bullet
for the animal
you are hunting
is important.
For instance,
a fur-friendly
option favoured
by the author
is a 58-grain
Winchester
Varmint X in
.243 Win..

in Africa, in which I took that shot
using a 160-grain AccuBond bullet in
7mm Rem Mag and their legs folded
instantly. This shot does require precision, but that’s what we should be
aiming for anyhow.
Head and neck shots on game are
discouraged, as are facing away shots
and lying down shot angles. These are
considered low percentage options
and therefore unethical. Quartering
forward angles can be acceptable but
are generally less desirable.
Less-than-perfect shots can cause
unnecessary suffering, prolong expiration, or even long-term injuries
if the animal lives. The key to any
follow-up is landmarking the point of
impact with precision and learning to
read tracks and blood sign. A consistent trail of bright red blood with
bubbles in it generally means a vital
hit and your animal should be down
not too far away. A dark red, sparse
blood trail can mean the animal is hit
poorly and may require some time
to bed down and expire. In this case,
it may be best to back out and wait
a few hours before resuming your
search. One of the biggest mistakes
many new hunters make is shooting
an animal, not finding blood immediately and assuming they missed.

TRAINING OPTIONS
Just like target shooting, shooters can
train for hunting as well. Companies
like Birchwood Casey make postersize game targets with the vitals outlined on them. These targets are great
tools for practicing at the range prior
to your hunt.
Although it requires greater investment, one of the best decisions my
wife and I made was enrolling in the
FTW Ranch SAAM shooting school in
Texas. Recognized as one of the top
schools in North America, it taught us
about all the aforementioned and gave
us concentrated range experience. It
provided long-range shooting opportunities, as well as the opportunity to
practice close-range simulated hunting
scenarios.
In all my years, I’ve never seen
firearms safety and hunting skills
taught in such a practical, user-friendly
and comprehensive manner. With a
focus on precision, initial classroom
instruction addressed the diversity and
advancements in the modern hunting rifle, from small/medium bore
bolt-action (i.e., .270 to .338 calibre)
to large bore bolt-action and side-byside double guns (i.e., .375 and up) for
dangerous African game. Key course
elements provided an overview of rifle

components and that with the right
ammunition, medium and heavy barrels can maintain sub-minute of angle
accuracy.
Core training elements address many
of the same principles we learn as
both short and long-range shooters,
including measuring bullet drop and
wind drift, and generally understanding bullet flight given environmental
variables. Most importantly, it took
these concepts and transferred them
to practical field-like scenarios that we
encounter as hunters. A big part of the
curriculum is learning to understand
and use the modern hunting scope
in the field. But most importantly, the
SAAM shooting school, and others offering a similar service, revisit the fundamentals of marksmanship and how
to transfer those skills from shooting
paper to shooting live, mobile targets.
In the end, if you’re a competent
shooter, carrying those skills over to
the realm of hunting is a leap, but not
a big one. Shooting requires precision,
but so does hunting. Pay attention
to the little things, take time to learn
properly and you’re sure to see success in short order. Most seasoned
hunters are willing to help. Find yourself a mentor and you’ll soon be filling
the freezer.
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C

anadian shotgunners in search of
a twin barrel firearm now have
access to a new choice when looking
for a quality shotgun – Rizzini. While
Rizzini is not a new company, or even
new to Canada, it is a shotgun line that
hasn’t been widely available. Firearms
industry veteran Rob Dykeman is looking to change that through his distribution company, Stag Outdoor Sales, and
make Rizzini common on the shelves
of Canadian gun stores.

RIZZINI IN CANADA
Rizzini shotguns have been available in
Canada for some time, but the distribution channel has gone through changes.
The result for the consumer has been
inconsistency on the store shelf. Stag
Outdoors Sales president Rob Dykeman has been working in the outdoors
industry for more than 20 years, and
when he launched Stag Outdoors, his
target was quality brands that weren’t
well represented in Canada. Rizzini was
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The 26-lines-per-inch
checkering is nicely
cut into very decent
stock wood.

one target. Other brands carried are
Fierce Arms, Big Horn Armoury and
Northern hunting clothing.
Dykeman plans to raise the profile of
Rizzini through creating a pro staff that
will show the guns at shooting clubs
across the country. “With help from
Rizzini USA and Italy, Stag Outdoors
plans to make the Rizzini name and
products commonplace for Canadian
sportsmen and ladies,” he said. “Currently, we have partnered with several
of the best dealers in each province who
are now stocking Rizzini field and competition models. We’ve implemented a
stocking distribution centre in Ontario
and created several warranty centres
across Canada to handle all customer
service issues.”

RIZZINI ORIGINS
Battista Rizzini started the company in
1966 after working for a major Italian
gunmaker. Initially, production was in
his garage. Today, Rizzini only manufactures twin barrel (over/under and
side-by-side) shotguns and side-by-side
safari rifles. Models are produced in 12,
16, 20 and 28 gauge, as well as 410 bore.
All guns have scaled steel actions,
with side plates dependent on the
model. Several combination versions
are available for both busting clays and
hunting. The Sporting is available in
a 12/20-gauge combo, with field guns
available with extra barrels in 20 and
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28 gauge, as well as 410 bore. Double
rifles are available with extra 20 or
28-gauge barrels.
There is also flexibility in stock
design. “Due to the fact we have the
production of the stock inside the
factory, we are able to change the configuration of the stock, given the choice
of flat pistol, English straight, Prince
of Wales, left hand or right hand,” said
Filippo Adamti, sales manager for
Rizzini Italy. The Rizzini line is known
for good quality, decent to excellent
wood – dependent on the model – and
solid finish. On higher-end models,
there is an emphasis on high-quality
finish and engraving.

THE BR 110
The BR 110 was launched in 2017, as an
improvement on the Omnium, which
was a best seller for years. The Sporter
version came out at the same time, and
the BR 110 Light, featuring an aluminum receiver, was launched in 2020.
After its launch, the BR 110 was
awarded Best Of The Best in the
upland gun category by Field and
Stream magazine. It was also declared
the over/under Gun Of The Year by
Quail Unlimited. Field models are
available in 12, 16, 20 and 28 gauge, as
well as 410 bore, while the Sporting is
the same except no 16 gauge. Interestingly though, in its other lines, Rizzini
offers a Comp16, one of few 16-gauge

competitive guns made.
The BR110 action is cut by CNC
machining from a forged steel block.
It’s a boxlock action with a low-profile
receiver, automatic ejectors and a single
selective trigger. Nickel chrome barrels
are cut by the deep drilling process, are
chrome lined and blued. Forcing cones
are extended with an extra-large bore of
18.6 millimetres. Barrel ribs are ventilated to allow for greater heat dispersion.
The rib is tapered from 10 millimetres to
seven millimetres. Sporting models have
a front white bead and a mid-bead. The
stock and forearm are Turkish walnut
with checkering at 26 lines per inch. The
forend is the rounded style.
Choke tubes are flush on the field models and extended on the sporting. The XL
Bore thread is proprietary to Rizzini, with
aftermarket chokes available from Briley,
Teague and Gemini.
The BR110 is the most economical of
Rizzini’s sporting guns, with an MSRP of
$3,200. The Sporter-X is an upgrade with
an adjustable comb. The company advertises the BR 110 as a gun that offers the
“budget-minded shooter the best value
in an over/under shotgun today.” At
first glance, this is conflicting as pricing
for the Browning CX and Beretta Silver
Pigeon I is comparable. However, the
Rizzini has a Cerakote finish and Dykeman points out there is more gun for the
same money with Rizzini.
“Most of our stocking dealers are
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The tang safety
has a lateral
switch to
change barrels.

Rizzini uses
hinge stubs to
join the barrel
to the receiver.

excited about this (similar pricing) because
they tell me you can’t compare an Italianmade shotgun to something made in
Japan or Belgium, and when you compare
Rizzini to Beretta, Fausti or Guerini, we
are noticeably less expensive than comparable models,” Dykeman said. “Rizzinis
are known for their exceptional fit and
finish and high-quality wood, even on their
entry-level firearms.”
Wes Winkel, owner of Ellwood Epps in
Orillia, Ont., has been carrying Rizzini for
about 15 years through various distributors. “Rizzini are great guns and great value
for the money, but there isn’t the consumer
knowledge,” he said. “You have to educate
the consumer more about the product.”

OUT OF THE BOX, ONTO THE RANGE
I was immediately impressed when
I saw the Negrini black ABS case
the Rizzini arrived in. This case went
beyond many ABS cases in that it has
metal combination locks. In the interior,
the case has foam and Velcro straps to
hold the receiver in place.
My test gun was a 12 gauge with
30-inch barrels. The BR 110 receiver is
striking, with its unique, modern lines
on a rounded receiver. The only engraving is “Rizzini” in a gloss black finish on
the matte receiver, along with “BR 110
Sporter” on the bottom of the receiver.
The inside of the receiver is blued,
while the barrel side of the action is

jewelled metal. I was told the actions
on the BR 110 were the same as on
Rizzini’s higher-priced guns.
The barrel joins to the receiver with
hinge stubs. The lock-up action is
similar to what is used on a Browning. Ejectors are automatic. Closing
the gun cocks the trigger. Safety is a
typical tang safety, with no automatic
engagement on the Sporter model.
Barrel selection is by a lateral switch
in the safety.
I noted the wood was nicely figured,
and the stock lines flowed smoothly
from those on the receiver. Under
close examination, the 26 lines per
inch diamond-shaped checkering
showed no imperfections. Forend
engraving has a diamond in the
centre with no checkering and a piece
of dark wood inlaid. Wood to metal
fit is good, with no gaps. The stock
is raised slightly above the receiver,
and I did note this wasn’t exactly the
same on both sides. However, the difference is so minimal it is only a few
thousandths of an inch.
The barrels were neatly bored, with
no visible cutting marks. The choke
tubes have colour-coded rings on the
end, with a different colour for each
constriction, as well as large print
indicating constriction. Knurling assists with hand removal of the chokes
and there is a metal wrench to ensure
chokes are seated tight or to assist
with loosening. It was nice to have a
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The BR 110 Sporter
was at home on the
sporting clays range.

selection of five chokes, rather than just
three, with cylinder and improved modified being the additional two. Choke
restrictions were almost exactly what
they should be when measured with
a caliper. Cylinder was .729, improved
cylinder .720, modified .708 and full .794.
Assembly of the gun was simple, with
the barrel sliding neatly onto the receiver, and the forend clipping into the
assembled barrel and receiver. A pin on
the end of the forend releases it.
Taking the gun to the range, I noted
the action opened smoothly, as opposed
to the tight actions on some new guns.
Gun fit was natural, with the two beads
stacking nicely without any adjustment
required to the way I held the gun. On
the trap range, I found the gun was
shooting 50/50, but I was able to see the
birds breaking off the end of the barrel.
In comparison, I have shot guns that
shoot flat where I can’t see the birds
break. Dykeman told me the adjustable
comb model shoots higher.
I was shooting one-ounce shells and
found the recoil was manageable. The
recoil pad is a half-inch, with a black
spacer. It is soft and spongy, and along
with the extended forcing cones, did a
good job of taming the recoil. The gun’s
weight was typical for a sporting 12
gauge at eight pounds. This drops to 7.5
pounds in 20 gauge and 6.5 pounds in
both 28 and 410 versions. Length of pull
is standard at 14 inches. Trigger pull
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had a little creep, but then was firm.
Both barrels broke around the fourpound mark.
While using the gun on sporting clays,
I was shooting Winchester’s new AA
Platinum 1⅛-ounce sporting loads. Admittedly not a regular shooter of 1⅛, I
was concerned there may be unpleasant
recoil. I was pleasantly surprised when
there wasn’t. Shooting some targets
with the gun down, and some with it up,
the gun mounted well when I started
with a low gun. I didn’t see any of the
possible hiccups like the gun being too
long or the recoil pad getting caught on
my shooting vest.
Besides the manageable recoil, I was
impressed as I was breaking targets
beyond the range of what the choke
tubes were rated for. For instance, I
broke several targets beyond 30 yards
with the cylinder choke and beyond
40 with modified. While this is a factor
of the gun and shells, I put it down for
more of a win for the AA Platinum and
its extra-hard coated shot. In range, the
targets were crushed.
Being the guy at the range with a new
gun, I saw interest from other shooters in the Rizzini. One regular sporting
clays shooter who gave it a trial run was
quite impressed, running nine or 10
targets on the station and saying, “This
thing can’t miss.” Overall, I was also impressed with the gun and think Rizzini
has a contender with the BR 110.

WINCHESTER AA PLATINUM
Winchester’s AA has long been a
standard for clay shooters. Launched
in 1965, the AA was designed to be a
target shell superior to anything else
on the market. In the years since, it is
still a solid performer and empty AA
hulls are sought by reloaders for their
superior reloadability.
Then last year, Winchester upped the
ante, introducing the AA Diamond
Grade. With high-antinomy, extra-hard
lead shot sorted for consistency and
then copper plated, the Diamond Grade
produces superior patterns and targetbusting ability. These are black in 12
gauge instead of the typical red.
Initially launched with four different
selections of load sizes and speeds for
sporting clays covering one ounce and
1⅛ ounce, a trap version was introduced
this year. All use only size 7.5 shot.
Since the Amateur Trap Shooting
Association doesn’t allow plated shot
in its competitions, the trap version
doesn’t have the copper plating.
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NO-GO
BUSINESS

F

or years I’ve had this curse, where
I would have an idea for a product
and within months would see it offered
in stores or online. Usually they were
small ideas like weatherproof playing cards with survival and camping
tips on them or business cards with a
target on the back. It was reassuring to
know other people had similar ideas. It
happened so frequently that I started
drawing my ideas in a little notebook,
just so I could show my wife.
Well, one day I decided to try starting
up my own small side business. Like
most people who like the outdoors, I
was optimistic about the possibility of
making money from an industry that
took a lot of mine. I thumbed through
my notebook for what seemed the
most actionable and settled on my
idea for targets. I had two ideas: one
was a target for sighting in a rifle or

doing load development and the other
was aces from a deck of playing cards,
designed for pistol use. I figured if this
flopped, I would at least have a lifetime
supply of targets, right?
I got in touch with a print shop and
handed off my designs. They cleaned
them up and provided a few prototypes to test. I tried shooting them,
then made a few small changes. After
that, a big run of targets was ordered. I
paid the bill and loaded two pallets of
paper targets into my little car. From
there I sorted them into packs of 12
and built a website.
I started contacting businesses and
managed to sell a few to friends and
family. Unfortunately, no businesses
seemed interested. The best response
I got was someone telling me to come
back in the spring. Something I had
failed to account for was that I’m a

terrible cold-call salesman. Also, the
basic principles of business required
an MSRP of $15 a pack, and it seems
people don’t want a premium target.
Seriously, look at your local range,
some people will bring old pizza boxes
to the range before they shell out for
targets. I kept trying, I donated some
to prize tables at various competitions
and offered some as prizes for hunting
Facebook groups. I thought maybe
getting the word out would get some
people interested. It seemed no one
was keen on what I had to offer.
I eventually gave up and resigned
myself to a lifetime supply of targets,
with one event solidifying the decision. I was in the pistol bay of the local
range, shooting my handgun while
another fellow was shooting a 1911. I
chatted with him about how I was debating buying one and he offered to let
me shoot it, handing me a magazine. I
fired it, thanked him and said something like, “I don’t have any ammo to
repay you, but do you want a target?”
He replied “Maybe,” took a look at my
targets and said, “Nah, I’m ok, thanks
anyway.” All I could think was, Wow, I
have a product I can’t give away.
Oh well, it’s not all bad, I never have
to worry about running out of targets
when I go to the range and when I
post pictures of my groups you know
they’re mine because I’m the only
dang fool with these targets. I’m not
sure there’s much of a lesson for others
here, other than maybe make sure to
do market research before making the
product. And only make products you
want because you just may be stuck
with all of them.
J u l y /A u g u s t
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ARGENTINA’S
9MM
he January/February issue of this
magazine found us reviewing the
BERSA Thunder 380 pistol, about the
smallest centrefire pistol our government trusts us to own. It’s now time to
step up a notch and look at BERSA’s
full-size offering, the TPR9. That
Thunder 380 review provided a little
history of the manufacturer, but I can
add a few more details now which are
relevant to the TPR9, and which I’ve
learned since.

BERSA BACKGROUND
After 60 years of operation, today
BERSA is the only firearms manufacturer operating in Argentina. In the
early years, the company struggled
with stupid government policies, just
like Canadian companies, including a
national ban on possession of firearms
greater than .22 calibre. Instituted in
1973, this was intended to keep guns
out of the hands of criminals. Of
course, it didn’t work and, fortunately,
the government eventually realized
it, repealing the ban some years later.
However, it provided the incentive to

turn BERSA to the international market and, as a result, they began exporting guns. Making that turn saved the
company, and now about 65 per cent of
production is exported to a total of 36
countries. Today, they produce about
100,000 guns annually, with a significant amount going to military and law
enforcement users.
I’ve always been impressed with the
quality of the modern BERSA guns,
and now I know why. It turns out that
since 2009, they have maintained an
ISO 9001 certification for manufacturing quality. That’s a big deal and it’s
only possible because one quarter of
their work force is tasked with quality
control. The factory is, of course, fully
equipped with modern CNC machining centres and robotics. I’m told this
allows them to produce a pistol, ready
for their testing range, in about 28
minutes.

SECOND GENERATION
The TPR9 is actually a 2.0 version of a
pistol which has been in production
over 20 years, the Thunder Pro, with
the TPR acronym meaning Thunder
Pro Redesign. The improvements
include grip frame and forward slide

serrations, as well as a slimmer grip
and a shorter trigger reset. Since I
haven’t shot the original version, I
can’t comment on how the two compare. However, I can add that it’s been
my observation a second-generation
gun is normally preferred to the first
gen, simply because the manufactu rer
has had the chance to receive realworld feedback and make appropriate
tweaks to the design.
A great example is the original version of the SIG P226, which the Queen
issued me many years ago. I shot it
enough that the frame rails cracked, so
SIG replaced it. Same thing happened
to the second one (yes, I shot it a lot.)
I was working on the third when I
moved into a more sedentary line of
work, and SIG modified the frame rails
to extend to the end of the dust cover.
That second-generation change ended
the problem.

FEATURES
Like the first version, the TPR9 is a conventional double-action/single-action
design. The thumb safety de-cocks the
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pistol by dropping the hammer and
then remaining in the “safe” position.
I measured the DA pull as averaging
9.25 pounds, with the SA pull coming in at 6.3 pounds. The reset on that
single-action trigger is impressively
short at just less than one-hundredth
of an inch (2.5 millimetres.) The safety
lever appears on both sides of the gun,
as does the slide release lever, making
it fully ambidextrous.
The sights on the basic version I
tested are adjustable for windage,
and apparently match the dovetail
dimensions of SIG pistols. This makes
finding aftermarket sights a breeze.
The factory sights feature a three-dot
pattern many people prefer and are
high and bold enough to offer an
excellent sight picture.
The barrel is 4.25 inches long and
locks up using the proven Browning/
Petter system. Rifling is six grooves
with a right-hand twist, with rounded
lands. BERSA calls it polygonal rifling,
but I’d call it partially polygonal. In any
case, a borescope exam shows the interior is smooth and beautifully finished.
The chamber on my gun is tighter than
a Glock’s, as Glock-fired cases won’t
fit, making this gun more suitable for
handloaders. A subtle loaded chamber indicator is found at the 12 o’clock
position and provides both a visual
and a tactile clue as to the presence of
a cartridge in the chamber.
Stripping the gun is super simple,
as all that’s required is to remove the
magazine, confirm the gun is unloaded, then, with the slide closed,
rotate the takedown lever 90 degrees.
This allows the slide assembly to slip
forward for removal. After that, the
recoil spring and guide rod are popped
off, followed by the barrel. Done! And
I’ll add that the guide rod is steel,
not plastic. You’ll also note there was
no need to dry fire the gun prior to
takedown.
The pistol’s magazine shows the
same quality as the gun. The body is
steel with a metal alloy base plate and
a chromed follower. There’s only one
witness hole, which testifies to five
rounds left, but the magazine latch
cut-outs work too, and indicate seven

44 www.nfa.ca

ABOVE: The TPR9 is
simple to field strip.
RIGHT: Raising the

thumb safety decocks the hammer,
disconnects the trigger.

rounds on tap. Of course, capacity is blocked to 10 rounds from the
standard 17, but at least the magazine
can be fully disassembled for cleaning. Thank you, BERSA! The magazine body tapers at the top and the
magazine well has a bevel, making
mag changes smooth and easy. Loading the mag to capacity is easy as well.
It’s not a finger-buster by any means.
There is no magazine disconnect and

fortunately no annoying writing on
the gun pointing out this fact. Maybe
Argentina isn’t as litigious a society as
the US.

FIRING
The only place I can find polymer on
the TPR9 is the grips, making it a solid
feeling gun with a bit of heft to it. My
scale put some numbers to that by
saying the gun, complete with empty
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magazine, weighs just shy of two
pounds (880 grams.) That’s a little
more than a comparable Glock, but
a lot less than a 1911. To date, I’ve
pounded about 500 rounds through
the pistol and am still waiting for
my first malfunction. Nothing
makes it choke, including lead
bullet handloads.
Initially, I had some accuracy concerns, as I found the first shots went
consistently low. This is often the
result of inconsistent barrel lockup,
as that first hand-chambered round
locks up differently than the remaining nine, which are chambered via
the violence of firing a cartridge.
However, after about 200 rounds,
this tendency vanished, reinforcing
the need to always give a well fitted
gun a break-in period.
With the gun settled down, I did
some accuracy testing with six
different 9mm factory offerings,
launching bullets weighing from
115 to 147 grains. The winner turned
out to be Hornady’s Steel Match
124-grain ammunition, giving me
five-shot groups of just over one
inch at 10 metres, when shot from a
rest. When shooting unsupported,
with the first shot double-action, and
emptying the mag at a moderate
pace, I was able to hold 10 shots inside three inches. Unfortunately, that
ammunition has been discontinued,
and once my hoard is gone, I’ll have
to seek out a substitute.

CONCLUSION
With a retail price hovering around
$600, the TPR9 is an excellent value.
Reliability is stellar, as is overall
construction and finishing. Field
stripping is likewise first rate, as
are the magazines and the gun’s
ambidextrous capability. The overall
accuracy of my sample was good,
making this a prime option for
someone wanting a full size 9mm
with a conventional DA/SA firing
system. The TPR9 does nothing but
enhance BERSA’s modern reputation for delivering excellent quality
guns at reasonable prices.

ABOVE: The barrel’s smoothly
finished interior and the rounded
profile of the lands means fouling
is minimal and cleaning easy.
RIGHT: The presence of a
cartridge in the chamber is
evident when this indicator
pivots up above the slide profile.

BLACKHAWK’S
OMNIVORE HOLSTER
While working with the TPR9, I used
BLACKHAWK’s Omnivore holster. This
is a unique holster designed to fit an
incredible variety of pistols, thus the
Omnivore name. It’ll eat anything!
The key to making the holster work is
a device which attaches to the rail of
handgun and locks into a mechanism
inside the holster, giving level two
retention. A thumb release frees the
gun, and there’s lots of adjustability
built into the design. The Omnivore
only fits handguns with dust cover rails,
but if that’s present it works well. The
holster is a real Godsend if you have
multiple handguns and want to keep
the same draw stroke for each one,
but not buy multiple holsters. Price is a
reasonable $75 CAD.
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ALEX COMSTOCK, OPENER; ALI JUTEN, TOP FOCAL; BERETTA, CLASH

The Top Focal
shooting glasses by
SSP Eyewear are a
unique product for
target shooters.
The magnifier built
into these glasses
is at the top of the
lens. It promotes
good form and
allows shooters to
see their sights.

Dedicated shooting
safety glasses like
the Beretta Clash
incorporate features
like earmuff-compatible temple tips,
target-enhancing
colour tints, laser-cut
holes for ventilation,
and most importantly,
they offer certified
impact protection.

kay, now focus on your front sight.”
Every handgun shooting coach
knows the importance of repeating this
shooting fundamental with new shooters.
When shooters keep a sharp focus on the
front sight, the results are clear on the
target.
I consider shooting a lifelong activity.
As such, there are two important reasons
why every firearms user needs shooting glasses. The first and most obvious is
safety. Flying cartridge cases and other
debris pose a hazard to our eyes. An
eye injury may, at worst, end a shooting
career, and at best will affect shooting
performance. For those of us with less
than perfect vision, shooting glasses with
corrective lenses are exactly what the
doctor ordered.
Today, shooters have a dizzying array
of protective and corrective eyewear options. Let’s explore the possibilities.

BASIC EYE PROTECTION
If you are one of the lucky shooters who
doesn’t need vision correction, eye protection starts with a simple pair of safety
glasses. Safety glasses are typically made
from a lightweight polycarbonate – an impact-resistant, shatter-proof thermoplastic

polymer. Polycarbonate lenses offer up to
10 times more protection than the plastic
lenses used in most modern eyewear.
In Canada, the Standards Council
of Canada tests and approves safety
glasses. Eyewear marked with CAN/
CSA-Z94.3-92 or similar have passed
rigorous impact tests. Similarly, the
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) measures safety glasses in the
US. Glasses marked with ANSI/ISEA
Z87 – a high-impact rating – are a good
choice for shooters. When comparing
safety glasses, look at their impact rating. Cheaper off-name brands may not
have a safety rating. Don’t use those! At
the other end of the scale are shooting
glasses and goggles marketed with tactical or ballistic lenses. They offer extreme
impact ratings, many exceeding national
civilian and Mil-Spec standards. Impact
testing is based on shooting a steel ball at
the glasses and measuring the damage.
Severe in-house tests sometimes involve
blasting the glasses with a shotgun from
close range. While freak accidents can
happen on civilian ranges or in the field,
most recreational shooters don’t require
the extreme protection professional eyewear provides.
Impact-rated hardware-store-variety
safety glasses will keep us safe while
shooting, but most lack the features that
make shooting more enjoyable. Upgrading to polycarbonate prescription lenses
adds extra protection from direct impacts.
Frame and lens design is equally important; wrap-around styles protect eyes from
dust, debris and flying metal better than
flat lens designs.

CORRECTIVE LENSES
Many of us need corrective lenses.
Thankfully, there are several options for
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Full coverage shooting
glasses like Leopold’s
Tracer eyewear are
essential gear for the
competition shooter.

that works for reading, but not so well
for shooting.
Amazingly, my arms will ‘stretch’
when pulled by small children. Unfortunately, I can’t do the same when
I’m shooting. So, iron sights become
fuzzier with each successive trip
around the sun. I know I’m not alone
in this problem. There is a solution,
and it’s called bifocals.

SPECIALIZED SHOOTING GLASSES
For shooters who don’t need glasses
for distance, but whose arms are just
not long enough to clearly see their

sights anymore, simple shooting
bifocals are a good starting point. A
reading magnifier allows focusing on
the sights while still seeing the target
above the magnifier.
Bottom bifocals have an inherent problem. To focus on the sights
through the magnifiers, the shooter
first tips their head back. See the problem? Jeff Newton with SSP Eyewear
calls it “the backward banana posture.”
The head position is all wrong for
proper shooting form. Mike Bechtel,
president and founder of SSP Eyewear,
designed a unique solution – the Top

LEUPOLD; ROCKHOUSE MOTION/BERETTA; GLENDON ALLWOOD

shooters to incorporate prescription
lenses into their shooting eyewear.
Perhaps the simplest solution is safety
glasses which fit over everyday glasses.
While their blocky designs don’t score
many style points, they are an inexpensive solution.
More specialized shooting glasses
can hold a prescription lens insert
on the inner nosepiece. This design
provides distortion-free prescription
vision at a lower cost than dedicated
prescription shooting lenses. Another
advantage of clip-in lenses is that
should your prescription change, you
can ask your optometrist to change the
lenses to the new prescription without
needing a new frame and safety lenses.
Interchangeable tinted lenses are
sometimes assembled in a kit with a
variety of colours for different targets,
backgrounds or lighting conditions.
Dedicated prescription shooting
glasses offer the best visual clarity. If
you want different coloured lenses, the
additional prescription lenses increase
the cost. A more economical route is to
use glasses with prescription inserts.

AGING EYES
As we age, the lenses in our eyes
become less flexible. By about age 40,
many people experience a change in
the ability to focus on close objects.
We can compensate for this natural
aging phenomenon by holding objects
farther away. It’s a temporary solution
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Shooting glasses’
impact-resistant lenses
and wrap-around style
protect the eyes from
empty brass/shells,
debris and ricochet.
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A quick lens colour
change in the field
lets shooters adapt
to changing light
conditions.
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COLOUR SELECTION

Focal. As its name implies, this lens
adds a magnifier at the top of the lens
rather than the bottom. In this clever
design, the shooter’s head tips down
slightly when looking at the sights.
If you think about it, this is a more
natural shooting position, and it will
prevent fatigue and bad habits caused
by poor stance.
SSP Eyewear’s Top Focal Ultra kit
includes six pairs of lenses, three with
Top Focal magnifiers and three with
traditional bottom focal magnifiers.
Newton said, “Our Top Focal Ultra
kit allows shooters to customize their
shooting glasses however they like.
One popular combination is to use a
Top Focal lens with the dominant eye,
which creates a sharp front sight focus
and use a bottom magnifier in the nondominant eye for reading scorecards
and timers. For cross-eye dominance
problems, using different coloured
lenses – a clear or yellow lens for one
eye and a dark lens for the other – fixes
that issue. There are other combinations too. Shooters can customize their
eyewear to suit any condition or shooting scenario.”
Progressive lenses are suitable for
near and far focus. Pilla Sport and others brands also make shooting glasses
with progressive lenses. Glasses with
prescription adapters may be large
enough to accommodate progressive
lenses. Ask your lens crafter what they
can do for you.

ISSF Target shooters use specialized glasses too, not for protection
but to enhance vision and sight focus.
Companies like Knobloch and JÄGGI
create wire frames and accessories
ranging from blinders and eye covers
to magnifying lenses, iris shutters and
colour filters.

SHOOTING GLASS BRANDS
Like regular eyewear, including
sunglasses, shooting glasses are
available in a wide variety of brands
and styles. A few of the big names in
the industry include Beretta, Wiley, Oakley, Leupold, Revision, Pilla
Sport, RE Ranger, Magpul, Randolph
Engineering, Smith Optics and more.
Of these brands, some cater to traditional shooting sports, while others
support tactical shooters or hunters.
Colour lens tints increase target clarity, adding contrast while muting the
background, a popular choice in the
sporting clays game.

FINAL THOUGHTS
Human sight is amazing yet incredibly fragile. I hope this article has
opened your eyes to the modern options available for eye protection and
a sharper sight picture. We can’t stop
the hands of time, but eyewear technology extends our time afield while
giving a clear vision for a lifetime of
shooting. May your front sight always
be sharp!

Shooting glasses not only protect us
from flying objects, but the lenses
also shield our eyes from harmful UV
radiation. Tinted lenses enhance how
a target looks by filtering out parts
of the light spectrum while enriching
others. Shooters select a lens colour
that increases target contrast while
muting the background. Lighting
conditions also play a factor in how a
target looks, and coloured lenses help
find targets quickly. Coloured lenses
improve reaction times on the range
and help hunters pinpoint game in
the field.
Here is a guide to the main colour
lenses in the shooting sports. Darker
tints reduce light transmission
and are better suited to brighter
conditions.
Yellow brightens orange targets in
low-light conditions. It enhances
the true colours of the targets. Well
suited for overcast days, fog or
deep woods.
Purple mutes green backgrounds and
enhances orange targets against a
blue sky or green background. Purple
also excels at reducing snow glare.
Pink is designed to enhance orange
targets against green backgrounds.
Red/scarlet is designed for balanced
colour enhancement, high resolution
and crisp detail.
Smoke/grey offers balanced colour
enhancement, but reduces light
transmission, so it works well in
bright conditions.
Brown/bronze brightens orange
targets and reduces eye fatigue in
bright conditions.
Orange brightens orange targets,
creating sharper contrast while
blocking haze. Suitable for medium
to low-light conditions.
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Legal Corner
Guy Lavergne, Attorney at Law

Restricted Firearms Transfers & Registration Certificates

O

n March 11, 2021, the CSAAA
tweeted the following: “Restricted
firearms buyers beware! Starting yesterday (Mar10) firearms retailers have been
receiving this notice in the e-mail for
approved transfer requests, but it is not
on the document printed for customers.
Approvals no longer serve as temporary
Registration Certificates!”

**Effective Immediately Transfer Notifications purpose is to take possession of a newly acquired
firearm and no longer serves as a temporary Registration Certificate **//** À compter de maintenant, les avis de cession ne doivent être utilisés qu'au moment de lat prise de possession d'une arme
à feu nouvellement acquise; ces avis ne sont pas des certificats d’enregistrement temporaires.**

I surmise that this tweet refers to
a change of position by a provincial
CFO, although I have not been able to
confirm which CFO it emanates from,
or whether this change applies to the
entire Canadian Firearms Program.
What is remarkable is that this change
of position took place in the absence of
any change to the underlying legislation and may also lead to inconsistencies in the manner in which the law is
enforced throughout the country.
Why is this important and is that
position correct?

The Transfer Approval Process
When an individual holding a firearms
licence legally purchases a restricted
firearm, that individual cannot
immediately take possession of it.
Indeed, each transfer must first be
approved by the chief firearms officer
of the transferee’s place of residence 1.
The chief firearms officer is supposed
to verify whether the transferee does
indeed acquire the restricted firearm
for one of the four purposes listed in
section 20 of the Firearms Act2. Upon
completion of that verification, a
notice of approval is issued to both
the transferor and the transferee.
Only then can the transferee take
possession of the newly acquired
50 www.nfa.ca

restricted firearm.
An important aspect to keep in mind
is that the transfer approval notice that
is issued to the transferee (buyer) features the new registration certificate
number, whereas the one that is issued to the transferor (seller) features
a reference to the old registration
certificate number, with the mention
“revoked.”

The Need For A Registration Certificate
In Canada, it is an offence to be in
possession of a restricted firearm
without being the holder of a valid
licence for that class of firearm and a
registration certificate . This begs the
question: when does one become the
holder of a registration certificate?
There are three possible answers to
that question: (1) when the transfer
approval is notified to the buyer;
(2) when the physical certificate
commences its existence, i.e. when it is
printed by the firearms registrar; or (3)
when the transferee has the printed
certificate in hand.
It is common wisdom that individuals who legally own restricted firearms
are required to have the following
documents in hand whenever they
take their restricted firearms to the
range, or to another location where

they may legally possess it: their
firearms licence, the registration certificate for the firearm and an authorization to transport the firearm. The
reason behind that piece of “wisdom”
is Section 117.03 of the Criminal Code.
Paragraph (1) of Section 117.03 authorizes a “peace officer” (a police officer)
who finds a person in possession of a
firearm to seize it, unless the person
produces, on demand, the required
licence, authorization, and in the case
of a restricted or prohibited firearm,
a registration certificate for it, unless
its possession by the person in the
circumstances in which it was found
is authorized by any other provision
of Part 3 of the Criminal Code.
After seizure, the person whose
firearm was seized has 14 days to claim
it 4. After the 14 days, the peace officer
who has seized the firearm shall take
it before a provincial court judge for a
disposition order 5. After notification to
the person whose firearm was seized,
the firearm is forfeited and destroyed,
unless that person establishes, to the
provincial court’s satisfaction, that the
possession was legal at the time of the
seizure 6. This begs the question: can
that burden be met, if the physical
paper certificate has yet to be received
by the owner of the restricted firearm?
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When Does An Individual Become The
Holder Of A Registration Certificate?
According to that chief firearms
officer whose position is at the
origin of the March 11, 2021,
CSAAA tweet, the answer would
be when the transferee has the
printed certificate in hand (#3
of the above three options.) I
respectfully disagree. The correct
answer is #1: when the transfer
is approved by the chief firearms
officer and notified to the buyer.
Here is why:
1. Indeed, upon approval of the
transfer, the seller is authorized
to ship the firearm to the buyer,
and the buyer is entitled to take
possession of it. The respective
transfer notices emanating from
the chief firearms officer say so
explicitly.
2. The transfer notice refers to the
registration certificate number,
although it has yet to be printed.
Thus, the registration certificate
exists upon issuance of the transfer
notice, albeit virtually.
3. Section 91 of the Criminal Code
makes it a criminal offence to
“possess” a restricted firearm
without being the holder of
a registration certificate for
it. Arguing that an individual
only becomes the holder of a
registration certificate upon receipt
of a printed copy of it would mean
that such individual is in illegal
possession (and thus committing
a criminal offence) between the
time that he/she takes possession
of the restricted firearm and the
moment that he/she receives the
printed certificate. It would also
mean that he/she would become a
criminal upon losing that physical
certificate. That cannot be true.
Indeed, upon approval of the transfer, the seller is authorized to ship the
firearm to the buyer, and the buyer is
entitled to take possession of it. The
respective transfer notices emanating
from the chief firearms officer say so
explicitly.
The transfer notice refers to the registration certificate number, although
it has yet to be printed. Thus, the registration certificate exists upon issuance
of the transfer notice, albeit virtually.
Section 91 of the Criminal Code

makes it a criminal offence to “possess” a restricted firearm without
being the holder of a registration
certificate for it. Arguing that an individual only becomes the holder of a
registration certificate upon receipt of
a printed copy of it would mean that
such individual is in illegal possession (and thus committing a criminal
offence) between the time that he/she
takes possession of the restricted firearm and the moment that he/she receives the printed certificate. It would
also mean that he/she would become
a criminal upon losing that physical
certificate. That cannot be true.
The documents associated with a
recent purchase of mine support my
position. I received the transfer notice
from the CFO (via e-mail) for a newly
acquired restricted firearm on March
19, 2021. I then received the registration certificate on April 19, 2021,
exactly a month later. At the top of
the page on which it is printed, in the
upper right corner, the date April 13,
2021, appears in a box. That is the date
on which the certificate was printed.
Yet, on the certificate itself, under “issue date,” it says, “2021/03/19,” which is
the date of the transfer notice. Thus, the
certificate is issued at the same time as
the transfer notice, and as of that date,
I was the holder of that certificate.

How Soon Can One Legally Take
A Newly Acquired Firearm To The Range?
To legally take a restricted firearm to
the range, an individual must hold
an authorization to transport that
firearm. Since 2016, an authorization
to transport all restricted firearms
that are registered to an individual,
for certain legal purposes, including
going to a range within the province
of residence of that individual, is
attached to that individual’s licence as
a condition thereto. Those conditions
are stipulated on the beige sheet that

your licence card came with.
If you have either purchased a
restricted firearm or renewed
your (restricted firearms) licence
since 2016, that condition is
attached to your licence. Thus, as
soon as you become the holder
of the registration certificate for
that restricted firearm (which
is upon notification of approval
of the transfer), you are entitled
to take that restricted firearm
to your local range (within your
province of residence.)
So, is the new position statement
wrong? Absolutely! To start with,
a transfer notice has never been a
“temporary registration certificate.”
However, it can serve as documentary
evidence of the existence of a registration certificate since it refers to it.
Second, a “transfer notice” should be
sufficient to meet the requirements of
Section 117.03 of the Criminal Code.
Further, Section 117.03 requires the
production of a certificate “unless its
possession by the person in the circumstances in which it is found is authorized by any provision of this Part (3 of
the Criminal Code.) In this particular
instance, the circumstance is that the
physical certificate has not yet reached
the transferee. Finally, any police officer
should be able to consult the Canadian
Firearms Registry through the computer aboard his/her cruiser.
All of this shows that, once more,
CFOs and other participants in the
Canadian Firearms Program seem to
be more concerned with adding layers
of bureaucracy than with fighting illegal possession of firearms.
In closing, I am not advising anyone
to ignore this new position statement.
Should you do so and encounter an
inflexible and somewhat obtuse police
officer in doing so, you may find it
to be a stressful (and potentially
expensive) experience. At that point,
make sure to have a copy of this
column handy.

1

Section 27 of the Firearms Act.

2

Section 28 of the Firearms Act.

3

Sections 91 and 92 of the Criminal Code

4 Paragraph

2 of Section 117.03 of the
Criminal Code

5 Paragraph

3 of Section 117.03
of the Criminal Code

6

Idem.
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Rubrique Juridique
Guy Lavergne, avocat

L

e 11 mars 2021, la CSAAA a tweeté
ce qui suit: (Traduction de l’anglais)
«Acheteurs d’armes à feu à autorisation
restreinte: méfiez-vous! Depuis hier (le
10 mars), les détaillants d’armes à feu
reçoivent cet avis dans le courriel pour
les demandes de cessions approuvées,
mais il ne se trouve pas sur le document
imprimé pour les clients. Les avis de
cession ne servent plus de certificats
d’enregistrement temporaires!

**Effective Immediately Transfer Notifications purpose is
to take possession of a newly acquired firearm and no
longer serves as a temporary Registration Certificate **//** À
compter de maintenant, les avis de cession ne doivent être
utilisés qu'au moment de lat prise de possession d'une arme
à feu nouvellement acquise; ces avis ne sont pas des
certificats d’enregistrement temporaires.**

Je suppose que ce tweet fait référence
à un changement de politique d’un
contrôleur des armes à feu provincial,
bien que je n’aie pas été en mesure de
confirmer de quel contrôleur il émane,
ou si ce changement s’applique à
l’ensemble du Programme canadien des
armes à feu. Ce qui est remarquable,
c’est que ce changement de politique
est survenu en l’absence de tout
changement à la législation sousjacente et qu’il puisse conduire à des
incohérences dans la façon dont la loi
est appliquée à travers le pays.
Pourquoi est-ce important et surtout,
cette nouvelle politique est-elle bien
fondée?

Le Processus D’approbation Des Cessions
Lorsqu’une personne titulaire d’un
permis d’armes à feu achète légalement
une arme à feu à autorisation
restreinte, elle ne peut pas en prendre
immédiatement possession. En effet,
chaque cession doit d’abord être
approuvée par le contrôleur des
armes à feu du lieu de résidence du
cessionnaire. Le contrôleur des armes à
feu est censé vérifier si le cessionnaire
52 www.nfa.ca

acquiert effectivement l’arme à feu à
autorisation restreinte pour l’une des
quatre finalités énumérées à l’article 20
de la Loi sur les armes à feu. Au terme
de cet exercice, un avis d’approbation
de la cession est émis au cédant et
au cessionnaire. Ce n’est qu’à ce
moment-là que le cessionnaire pourra
prendre possession de l’arme à feu à
autorisation restreinte nouvellement
acquise. 1 2
Un aspect important à garder à l’esprit
est que l’avis d’approbation de la
cession qui est émis au cessionnaire
(acheteur) comporte le nouveau numéro
de certificat d’enregistrement, tandis
que celui qui est délivré au cédant
(vendeur) comporte une référence
à l’ancien numéro de certificat
d’enregistrement, avec la mention «
révoqué ».

La Nécessité D’un Certificat
D’enregistrement
Au Canada, c’est une infraction
criminelle que d’être en possession
d’une arme à feu à autorisation
restreinte, sans être titulaire d’un
permis valide pour cette catégorie

d’armes à feu et d’un certificat
d’enregistrement. Cela soulève la
question suivante: quand devienton le « titulaire » d’un certificat
d’enregistrement? Il y a trois réponses
possibles à cette question: (1) Lorsque
l’avis d’approbation de cession est
envoyé à l’acheteur; (2) Lorsque le
certificat d’enregistrement commence
son existence physique, c’est-à-dire
lorsqu’il est imprimé par le Directeur
de l’enregistrement des armes à feu; ou
(3) Lorsque le cessionnaire a le certificat
imprimé en main3.

La Nécessité D’un Certificat D’enregistrement
Au Canada, c’est une infraction
criminelle que d’être en possession
d’une arme à feu à autorisation
restreinte, sans être titulaire d’un permis
valide pour cette catégorie d’armes à
feu et d’un certificat d’enregistrement.
Cela soulève la question suivante:
quand devient-on le « titulaire » d’un
certificat d’enregistrement? Il y a trois
réponses possibles à cette question: (1)
Lorsque l’avis d’approbation de cession
est envoyé à l’acheteur; (2) Lorsque le
certificat d’enregistrement commence
son existence physique, c’est-à-dire
lorsqu’il est imprimé par le Directeur
de l’enregistrement des armes à feu; ou
(3) Lorsque le cessionnaire a le certificat
imprimé en main.3
On s’entend généralement pour
dire que les personnes qui possèdent
légalement des armes à feu à
autorisation restreinte sont tenues
d’avoir les documents suivants en main
chaque fois qu’elles transportent leurs
armes à feu à autorisation restreinte au
champ de tir, ou à un autre endroit où
elles peuvent légalement les posséder:
i) leur permis d’armes à feu, le certificat
d’enregistrement de l’arme à feu et
l’autorisation de transporter l’arme à
feu. L’article 117.03 du Code criminel
est la raison d’être de ce principe. Le
paragraphe (1) de l’article 117.03 CC
autorise un « agent de la paix » (un agent
de police) qui trouve une personne
en possession d’une arme à feu à la
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saisir, à moins que la personne en
question ne produise, sur demande, le
permis, l’autorisation requis et, dans
le cas d’une arme à feu à autorisation
restreinte ou prohibée, un certificat
d’enregistrement pour cette arme à feu,
à moins que sa possession par cette
personne, dans les circonstances dans
lesquelles elle a été trouvée, ne soit
autorisée par toute autre disposition
de la partie 3 du Code criminel. Après
la saisie, la personne dont l’arme à
feu a été saisie dispose de quatorze
(14) jours pour la réclamer. Après les
quatorze jours, l’agent de la paix qui
a saisi l’arme à feu doit en saisir un
juge de la cour provinciale pour une
ordonnance de disposition. Après avis
à la personne dont l’arme à feu a été
saisie, les armes à feu sont confisquées
et détruites, àmoins que cette
personne 4 5 n’établisse, à la satisfaction
de la cour provinciale, que la possession
était légale au moment de la saisie.6
Cela soulève la question suivante:
ce fardeau peut-il être satisfait, si le
certificat physique n’a pas encore été
reçu par le propriétaire de l’arme à feu à
autorisation restreinte.

Quand Une Personne Devient-Elle
« Titulaire D’un Certificat D’enregistrement»?
Selon le contrôleur des armes à
feu dont l’énoncé de politique est
à l’origine du tweet de la CSAAA
du 11 mars 2021, la réponse à cette
question serait « seulement lorsque
le cessionnaire a en main le certificat
imprimé »(soit le #3 des trois options
énoncées ci-dessus). Je ne suis
respectueusement pas d’accord.
La bonne réponse est #1: lorsque
l’approbation de la cession est notifiée
à l’acheteur.
Voici pourquoi:
1. En effet, sur approbation de la
cession, le vendeur est autorisé à
expédier l’arme à feu à l’acheteur,
et l’acheteur a le droit d’en prendre
possession. Les avis de transfert
respectifs émanant du contrôleur des
armes à feu le disent explicitement.
2. L’avis de cession fait référence
au numéro de certificat
d’enregistrement, bien qu’il n’ait pas
encore été imprimé. Ainsi, le certificat
d’enregistrement existe bel et bien
dès la délivrance de l’avis de cession,
quoique virtuellement.
3. L’article 91 du Code criminel
édicte que c’est une infraction
que de « posséder » une arme

à feu à autorisation restreinte
sans être titulaire d’un certificat
d’enregistrement pour cette
arme à feu. Faire valoir qu’une
personne ne devient titulaire d’un
certificat d’enregistrement qu’à la
réception d’une copie imprimée de
celui-ci signifierait qu’elle est en
possession illégale (et commet ainsi
une infraction criminelle) entre le
moment où elle prend possession de
l’arme à feu à autorisation restreinte
et le moment où elle reçoit le certificat
imprimé. Cela signifierait également
que cette personne deviendra un
criminel dès qu’elle perdra
ce document. Cela est absurde!
Les documents associés à un achat
récent appuient ma position. Le 19
mars 2021, j’ai reçu l’avis de cession
(par courriel) pour une arme à feu à
autorisation restreinte nouvellement
acquise. J’ai ensuite reçu le certificat
d’enregistrement le 19 avril 2021,
exactement un mois plus tard. En haut
de la page sur laquelle il est imprimé,
dans le coin supérieur droit, la date
« 13 avril 2021 » apparaît. C’est la date
à laquelle le certificat a été imprimé.
Pourtant, sur le certificat lui-même, sous
la rubrique « date de délivrance», on lit
« 2021/03/19 », soit la date de l’avis de
cession. Ainsi, le certificat est délivré
en même temps que l’avis de cession,
et dès ce moment, j’étais titulaire de ce
certificat, peu importe que j’aie ou non
reçu le certificat sur papier ou que le
certificat n’ait pas encore été imprimé.

Quand Peut-On Aller Au Champ De Tir Avec Une
Arme À Feu À Autorisation Nouvellement Acquise?
Pour transporter légalement une
arme à feu à autorisation restreinte à
un champ de tir, une personne doit
détenir une autorisation de transport
relativement à cette arme à feu. Depuis
2016, l’autorisation de transporter toutes
les armes à feu à autorisation restreinte
enregistrées au nom d’un titulaire
de permis, à certaines fins légales, y
compris le fait d’aller dans un champ de
tir de la province de résidence de cette
personne, est une condition afférente
du permis d’armes à feu de cette
personne. Ces conditions sont stipulées
sur la feuille beige qui accompagne
votre permis. Si vous avez acquis une
arme à feu à autorisation restreinte ou
renouvelé votre permis (d’armes à feu
à autorisation restreinte) depuis 2016,
cette condition est jointe à votre permis.
Ainsi, dès que vous devenez titulaire

du certificat d’enregistrement de cette
arme à feu à autorisation restreinte
(ce qui survient dès la notification de
l’approbation de la cession), vous avez
le droit d’emmener cette arme à feu à
autorisation restreinte à votre champ de
tir (dans votre province de résidence).
Ce nouvel énoncé de politique est-il
erroné? Oui, absolument! Premièrement,
un avis de cession n’a jamais été
un « certificat d’enregistrement
temporaire ». Toutefois, il peut servir
de preuve documentaire de l’existence
d’un certificat d’enregistrement puisqu’il
y réfère.
Deuxièmement, un « avis de cession
» devrait être suffisant pour satisfaire
aux exigences de l’article 117.03 du
Code criminel. Au demeurant, l’article
117.03 exige la production d’un
certificat d’enregistrement « à moins
que sa possession (de l’arme à feu à
autorisation restreinte) par la personne
en question, dans les circonstances
dans lesquelles elle se trouve, ne soit
autorisée par toute disposition de cette
partie (3 du Code criminel). Dans ce cas
particulier, les circonstances sont que
le certificat physique n’a pas encore
atteint le cessionnaire. Enfin, tout
agent de police devrait être en mesure
de consulter le Registre canadien
des armes à feu par l’entremise de
l’ordinateur qui se trouve à bord de sa
voiture de patrouille.
Tout cela démontre qu’une fois
de plus, les divers intervenants du
Programme canadien des armes à feu
semblent plus préoccupés par l’ajout
de tracasseries bureaucratiques que
par la lutte contre la possession illégale
d’armes à feu.
En terminant, je ne conseille à
personne d’ignorer cette nouvelle
politique. Si vous le faites et rencontrez
un agent de police inflexible et
quelque peu obtus, vous trouverez
peut-être qu’il s’agira probablement
d’une expérience stressante (et
potentiellement coûteuse). Si vous vous
avisez de le faire, il serait souhaitable
que vous ayez une copie de cette
chronique à portée de main.
1

Article 27 de la Loi sur les armes à feu.

2

Article 28 de la Loi sur les armes à feu.

3

Articles 91 et 92 du Code criminel

4

Paragraphe 2 de l’article 117.03 du Code
criminel

5

Paragraphe 3 de l’article 117.03
du Code criminel

6

idem.
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NFA B ook S helf
Bill Rantz

he content of The Drilling,
as stated by the author
on the title page, is, “History,
Use, and Technology of a
Universal Hunting Weapon.”
The term weapon used to
describe a hunting firearm of
any type will certainly evoke
comments from Canadian
firearm enthusiasts; however, this book was originally
written in German and later
translated into English. Perhaps “weapon” is commonly
used in other cultures to
describe sporting firearms.
Drillings are described as
triple-barreled, shoulderheld firearms. Their manufacture and use beginning
in 1878 has historically been
within the European countries of Germany and Austria,
with the word drilling being
German for triplet. Available
in a variety of rifle/shotgun
combinations, the hunter
stalking wildlife with a drilling is potentially ready for
any game encountered.
There are three basic classes of
drillings available to enthusiasts. The
genuine shotgun drilling has three
barrels with different gauges, but today the term usually means the most
common version having two shotgun
barrels and one rifle barrel. Over/
under drillings have three barrels
of different calibres/gauges, and the
double-rifle drilling usually has two
rifle barrels above a shotgun barrel.
Nearly 200 colour photographs
allow the reader to closely examine numerous drillings, including
rare variations. The quality of wood,
checkering and engraving embellishing many models explains why they
were only affordable for the wealthy.
The technical development of the
drilling reflects a variety of designs
which have appeared over the past
140 years. Norbert Klups explains
six lock mechanism designs and 13
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breech systems. Klups describes
each variation in detail to satisfy
those who wish to fully understand
the specific technological developments. The author acknowledges that
covering all variations known would
require several volumes.
The 1930s are considered the best
days of the drilling, as a great variety
was available to customers. The Second World War impacted the production of drillings, as the manufacture
of German hunting guns was strictly
forbidden in 1939. After the war, the
occupying American forces confiscated the Krieghoff firearms businesses
in 1945 before turning Suhl over to
the Russians. They blew up the main
factory buildings of Krieghoff in 1947.
It wasn’t until the 1950s that production of firearms for use by forestry
authorities resumed. It was still
strictly forbidden for private citizens

to own guns. Production of
drillings has since resumed
at companies such as Krieghoff, Sauer and Sohn, Heym,
and Antonio Zoli. They have
adopted modern manufacturing methods and now market
series production models.
Klups devotes over 60 pages
to components and accessories of drillings. Sections
presented include the butt,
sights, calibres, insertion
barrels, telescopic sights
and mounts. The knowledge gained by reading this
material is essential when
purchasing a used drilling.
Klups explains why purchasing a used drilling requires
caution and provides an extensive checklist to assist the
prospective purchaser. Klups
writes, “Only a well-kept
gun functions properly and
shoots precisely.” So, detailed
information is provided to
help you clean and care for
your drilling.
The Drilling is an excellent
publication which will be enjoyed by
readers who wish to understand the
history and development of these
unique firearms. Anyone researching
a drilling or evaluating one for originality would find this book beneficial
and well worth the online list price of
$66 CDN.
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